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A STUDY 01 the economics of the electric railway
AMD 03? ITS
HISTORY AMD SOCIAL SIGITIFICAITCE.
I. HISTORY.
Xm GS1IERAL DEVELOPMENT.
The history of the electric railway, while "brief in point of
years, progresses with exceeding rapidity. There are two distinc
epochs in the history of the electric railway; the first covering
the time when the only source of electricity was the "battery and
the second beginning with the use of the dynamo as the generator
and continuing to the present.
The first epoch had its beginning in the United States in the
yearl837, and Thomas Davenport is the name most generally asso-
ciated with the invention of the electric railway. Prior to the
invention of Davenport, Faraday, the English philosopher, had dis-
covered the possibility of producing continuous mechanical motion
"by means of the electric current. This discovery came as a
Christmas gift to the world on the morning of December 25, 1821.
In the cabinet of Princeton College can he seen a little ma-
chine made in 1831 by Professor Joseph Henry. In a letter to
Professor Silliman of ITew Haven he says: "I have lately succeeded
in producing motion "by a little machine which I "believe has never
"before "been applied in mechanics, "by magnetic attraction and re-
pulsion." The next ten years was a decade of unusual activity
among inventors. Ache Salvatore Dal ITegro, an Italian and pro-
fessor of ITatural Philosophy in the University of Padua, invented
a reciprocating form of motor in which a permanent magnet oscil-

lated "between the poles of an electromagnet commutated at each
movement
•
Mr. F« H. Davies gives the credit of the first practical step
in electric traction to a Scotchman, Rohert Davidson by name*
Mr, Davies says: 11 Somewhere a"bout 1837 he designed and built an
electric locomotive with which he made several trips on Scottish
railways "between Edinburgh and Glascow. The motor was of a crude
type akin to that of the toy electric motor of the present day;
"out although of this class, and run only "by primary "batteries car-
ried on the locomotive, it was found capable of propelling a car-
riage at the rate of four miles per hour." It seems probable,
however, that Davenport* s invention came first. Mr. Franklin
Leonard Pope, in a lecture appearing in the January 31st number,
1891, of the Electrical World, remarks as follows:
"The earliest, as well as the most meritorious of these (in-
ventors) was a Green Mountain village blacksmith by the name of
Thomas Davenport. Sometime since, while preparing a lecture to
be delivered before the Board of Trade, in Springfield, Mass.,
I accidentally learned that this inventor had constructed a model
of an electric railway in Springfield more than fifty years ago,
undoubtedly the very first appearance of the electric railway in
the history of the world. During the six years between 1835
and 1841 he built 2110 re than one hundred operative electric motors,
scarcely any two of which were of the same design, and which va-
ried in size from a small model up to an engine capable of driv-
ing a rotary printing press for twelve hours in succession. In
December, 1835 he exhibited in Boston the model of an electric lo-
comotive and circular railway which he had built in Springfield,
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and a similar, though more finely finished model which was built
"by him the following year, is still in exi stance in a good state
of preservation."
So it would seem that to Davenport, the Vermont Blacksmith,
should he given the credit for the first electric railway. His
locomotive had a fixed magnet below and a revolving armature above
|
the "battery "being reversed twice in every revolution. The motor
was connected to the axle "by a "bevel gear. In the model which llr.
Pope had found and which he had every reason to "believe was made
in 1836 or early in 1837, the field and armature were connected in
series. In a model made later in 1837 they were connected in
shunt. There was another 1837 model of Davenport's having a four
pole armature with curved pole pieces.
It is generally conce^ded that, following Davenport and Da-
vidson, the next man to undertake and accomplish anything of note
in the development of the electric railway was Prof. George C.
Page of the Smithsonian Institute. In 1850 he built a machine
capable of developing ten h.p. In the general design he followed
a suggestion of Davenport's. Two solonoids were used to draw
"back and forth a soft iron piston rod which actuated a fly wheel
"by means of an ordinary connecting rod and crank. In 1851 he
ma.de a trial trip with a 16 h.p. engine of this type on the Bal-
timore and Ohio Railroad. The energy was derived from 100 large
flat Grove cells stored on the locomotive. A speed of 19 miles
an hour was attained on this trip, "but at a prohibitive cost.
Major Alexander Bessolo, an Italian, claims to have first
proposed an electric railway system in which an overhead conductor
and the rails served as a circuit, and a rotary electric motor on

a car was included in a traveling connection between said overhead
conductor and the rails. It appears that an Austrian patent was
granted to Bessolo on the 3rd of December, 1855, and that the
specifieation of this patent is in the Italian language, and Bes-
solo is mentioned in this as Lieutenant in the artillery of the
Sardinian States. Patents had "been granted Bessolo "before this
tine in France and elsewhere but these did not specify a traveling
connection. The original specification of the Italian patent is
in all essential particulars similar to the French patent, but a
supplementary specification filed late in the year 1355 recites
many uses of his electric motor, such as the operation of rotary
fans and screxv propellers, and propulsion of vehicles on ordinary
roads and railways. In reference to the propulsion of cars on
railways, he again states (as in the French patent) that the cur-
rent is conveyed to the locomotive motor machine by means of the
rails and by a conductor insulated from the ground and suspended
in a manner analogous to telegraph '"ires.
There are other names that might be mentioned in this first
epoch of electric railway development, but changes came rapidly
and the second period followed closely upon the first. The elec-
tric motor remained for some time after its invention a mere phil-
osophical toy, waiting for its complement, some kind of a machine
that could convert into electrical energy large quantities of me-
chanical power. The discovery that this could be done was also
due to Faraday. It was not an accidental discovery, but resulted
from an intelligent effort on the pa,rt of the English philosopher
who had suspected that it might be done.
The scene again shifts to America. Mr. Pope, in a paper
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read "before the Electric Club in Hew York, Jan. 22, 1891, nays:
"The next step is due to the genius of another American sci-
entist and inventor, one whose name will occupy a far more prom-
inent position in the annals of American science a century hence
than it does today, Moses G. Farmer. He it was who, in 1367, in
a lettor to Henry Wilde of Manchester, England, first described
the principles of the modern dynamo-electric machine, and explained
• to him why the principle of its action was not like that of a nan
lifting himself over the fence "by the straps of his hoots, as he
humorously expressed it." Mr. Pope thinks that Hr. Stephen D.
Field, an American, is responsible for the invention of the elec-
tric railway in the modern form "that is to say, the moving
electromotor on the car connected by electric conductors with a
stationary dynamo." Mr. Field was one of the first victims of
the corporations that have grown powerful through the merciless
exploitation of the intelligence and strength of the people. In
1879 he laid before Mr. Pope complete plans of an electric railway
and Mr. Pope gave him all the encouragement and backing possible,
but Mr. Field's health was broken and his means exhausted by the
struggle with the corporations for his rights and privileges.
However, in 1383 his electric locomotive was exhibited in Chicago
at an exhibition of railway appliances and 27,000 people were car-
ried by it during the summer.
In 1879 an electric railway was built and operated by llessers
Siemens & Halske at the Industrial Exposition in Berlin. The
motor was. one of the regular Siemens dynamos and was so arranged
that the armature spindle was parallel to the track, the power
being transmitted to the axle by a double gear reduction including

a pair of "bevel gears. The train consisted of the motor car and
a single platform car running upon an oval track a"bout a thousand
feet in length. Twenty passengers constituted a load. The out-
er rails served as a return circuit for the current, and the power
was taken "by means of a sliding contact from a third rail placed
midway between the track rails. Modern electric traction may he
dated from the installation of this road, although the writer pre-
fers to use the date of May 12, 1881, for it was upon that day
that the first commercial electric railroad was formally opened to
the public. This railroad, called the Licherfelde Line, used the
third rail method of supplying current.
During the next two or three years experimental roads sprang
up in "both Europe and America,, In June 1881, an electric car
operated by accumulators was tried on the Vincennes tramway line.
On ITov. 5, 1883, trains "began to run regularly on a line at Port-
rush, Ireland. This line was six miles long and also used the
third rail supply method. A small water turbine generating sta-
tion afforded a novelty so far as Great Britian was concerned.
America was not inactive during these few years. The names of
Field and Edison, "Van Depoele and Leo Daft were found in connec-
tion with many experimental roads. In the "Electrical *;:orld" for
August 8, 1885, there a,ppea,rs the following notice:
"The Bent ley-Knight Electric Railway
in
C leve land , Ohi o
.
"Ever since August of last year the last Cleveland Horse Ey.
Co. has substituted electricity for horses as a motive power and
notwithstanding most trying ordeals, electricity has proved itself
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successful in ever}7" respect. The system employed has the usual
stationary engines and dynamos, "but the electric conductors are
placed in a conduit which runs the entire length of the road "be-
tween the rails."
This road was short lived, "being abandoned in 1885. The
motor of the car in use on this road was placed between the wheels
and supported from the car "body, an d connection was made to the
axle by means of spring v.ire cables* The current was obtained
"by means of a plow from insulated conductors carried in a v/ooden
conduit.
In the same journal of August 29, 1835, there is the 'announce-
ment that the American Electric Railway Company was operating an
experimental line on Ridge Avenue in Philadelphia,. In the Sep-
tember 5th issue we find that the Daft Electric motor is being
used on the" Hew York Elevated. The first practical overhead line
on this side of the water was erected in the fall of 1884 in the
suburbs of Kansas City, Mo. This road, known as the Westport
Electric Road, was an experimental road, a half mile in length
and was due to the ingenuity of Mr. <T. C. Henry. A 5 h. p. Van
DePoele motor was used. There were five changes of speed. The
generator was a 10 h.p. series wound dynamo of several hundred
volts e. m. f . Mr. Crosby V. Bell (The Electric Railway in The-
ory and Practice, p. 347) says, "The overhead line consisted of
two bare, hard drawn copper wires, supported from the top, as is
usually the ca.se with all trolley wires toda.y."
The second epoch in the historyof the electric railway did
not open in the United States until 1885. It was on Aug. 8th of
that year that the first successful electric railway, was opened
- ,1 1
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to the public on a commercial basis. Mr. F. J • Sprague in the
March, 1890 number of the Street Railway Journal says:
"The first line which was established in the United States
for actual commercial service was a surburban line of two miles
in length, built "by Mr. Daft just outside of Baltimore, in the lat
ter part on 1885, using a central rail." A contemporary descrip-
tion of this road was given in the Electric World, July 11, 1885,
and is copied below.
"The Daft Electric Railway in Baltimore.
"It can "be safely stated that the first "bona-fide "business
transaction in this country, ".There an electric motor for a street
raihway was ordered, manufactured and delivered, v/as completed
within the last few months.
"In the early part of last spring the Baltimore Union Pas-
senger Railway Co., hearing of the rapid progress of the Daft
Electric Light Co., with their system of electric railroad light-
ing, and wishing to increase their carrying capacity, investig .ted
the matter. Satisfied with the completeness of the system, an
order was at once given to construct two motors and equip the
Hampden "branch of their lines."
The article goes on to describe the Company and its lines.
"It operates 25 miles of roads, and has within its stables
400 horses. The Hampden "branch is jiist two miles long, runs
through the villages of Hampden, Mt. Vernon and Yfoodhury
,
aggre-
gating some 15,000 inhabitants, and is one of the hardest hits of
line the company operates.
"To equip this roe.d the joints of the outer ra,ils were per-
fected, and a third rail, an ordinary 25- lb "T" rail similar to
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the the outer rails, laid with the Daft patent insulator, midway
"between the outer rails. The center rail forms the outgoing lead
the two outer rails with the ground "being the return. The resis-
tance of such a line will he less than .3 of an ohm per mile with
perfect joints. At the main terminus, a new "building, forming
one room 20 "by 40 ft., has "been "built for the engine and dynamos.
The engine is a 16 by 24 inch Atlas engine, built at Indianapolis.
The "boiler and all fittings are from the same firm.
"The dynamo is one of the Daft Company's largest. Its total
weight is 42,200 lbs., and its maximum capacity is 300 amperes at
125 volts electromotive force The receiving machine is a
compound series motor, capable of delivering 8 h. p. Its total
weight is 1,100 lbs., the armature being 196 lbs. The compound
nature of the field permits of a wide range of resistance and hence
of magnetic strength of field. As the armature speed depends,
in a, certain sense, upon this field, o. perfect means of regulation
of speed is obtainable.
"Motion from armature shaft to car wheels is obtained by in-
ternal gears. Upon each end of this shaft a phosphor bronze gear
is keyed. These engage with-, large gears, 27 inches in diameter,
fastened to the axle of the driving vheels. By tbis arrangement,
the energy of the armature is utilized practically almost directly
upon the periphery of the driving wheels. The speed of armature
to drivers is 9 to 1. Therefore, as the wheels must make 509
revolutions to the mile, the armature makes 4581 revolutions
"The controlling device consists of four heavy brushes, bear-
ing upon a stout frame of soapstone, carding broad and properly
shaped contact pieces. This whole is enclosed in an 8 by 16 inch

iron "box, with an ordinary engineer* 8 handle and guide.
"Four movements are made controlling the combinations of the
field magnets, which vary from .39 to 3.75 ohms. The resistance
of the armature is .24 of an ohm. By proper connections with the
switch, it can "be readily seen that the motor can he slowly and
easily started, stopped or run. By turning a small handle placed
just to the left of the main switch, either to the right or left,
one of two pairs of "brushes is brought to "bear on the commutator,
thus giving the directive motion to the armature, and obviously
to the car."
From this time on, electric roa,ds sprang into exi stance with
marvelous rapidity and America has never since lost the lead in
this development, at least not from the individual standpoint.
In 1888, we have the first large scale installation in the world's
history. Mr. F, L. Pope in the "Electrical World" Jan. 31, 1891,
speaks of this as follows:
"I regret that the necessary limitation of time does not per-
mit me to mention more at length the work of other American inven-
tors, to whom the development of the electric railway is largely
indebted. Among them are Charles J. VanDePoele of Chicago, now
with the Thomson-Houston Company, at Lynn, who exhibited a car in
operation in Chicago in 1883; Leo Daft, whose motor drew a full
sized passenger car over the Mt. KacGregor railroad at Saratoga,
in 1883; and especially Lieut. Prank J. Sprague, who designed,
carried out and completed the first installation of electric rail-
reading on a large. sca,le in the world., in Richmond, Va., in 1888.
This was a roa.d twelve miles in length, with a great number of
curves, a, bad track, numerous gra.de s of ten percent and over, and
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an equipment of forty motor ears* Laboring under enormous dif-
ficulties and drawbacks , Lieut. Sprague succeeded "by the comple-
tion and operation of this plant, in estaoli shine "beyond peradven-
ture the future supremacy of the electric street railway."
Mr. Sprague himself v/rites regarding this road:
"On the 8th of February, 1888 there was opened for traffic
under the Sprague System, a road at Riclrmond, Va., which represent
ed conditions of length, grade, curves, roadbed, a,nd number of
cars to be operated, which, if successfully overcome, would nark
a new era. in the development of electrical railway traction. The
conditions, while not perhaps now seeming remarkable , were then
considered insurmountable, not only because of difficulties relat-
ing to street car service itself, but also the electrical and me-
chanical ones. The length was eleven miles. There was a
straight gra.de of ten percent; there were grades in curves of
seven and eight percent; there rere 20 curves and some were as low
as 27 and 30 feet ra.dius. The road bed was of an execrable char-
acter. Thirty cars had to be operated at one time from a common
station and some of them four miles away from the station. The
road had its vicissitudes, but its victories as well. Forty cars
were operated, and no less than twenty two simultaneously at one
end of the line. The electrical and mechanical features, ha.stily
designed and crudely constructed, were a radical departure from
the previous work."
There were thirteen electric roa-ds in operation by the first
of Jan. 1888. A paper by Mr. Griffin summarizes them as follows:
"As nearly as can be ascertained, the following roads were
actually in operation on Jan. 1, 1888:
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T?r\ at* f • ox oiJiiM •
:"0, of
MILBS: MOTOR
: CARS.
TJnion Passenger Ry. Co. Daft. Baltimore, Md. ,i . UU . 'Zo
Windsor Electric Ry. Van DePoele Detroit , ich. 1.25 . 2
Appleton " " Appleton, Wis. 5 . 50 • p"
Port '"uron " " ti Port T^roiijICich • li, . /' O • A
1
"inland Park " Pi sher Detroit, Mich. 5.75 A
Sc rant on Suburban " Van DePoele Scra.nton, Pa. 5.00 12
Los Angeles Electric Pvy •Daft Los Angeles,Cal : 5 .00 : 6
Lima St. Ry. and I-otor 'Van DePoele Lima , Ohi o
.
4.00 - 8
Po'^er Co.
Columbus Consolidated • Short ' C o lumbu s , Ohi o
.
1.00 2
St. Ry. :
St. Catherine St. Ry.Co Van DePoele 'St. Catherines, > r~. r\r\( . UU 12
Ont
Seashore Electric Ry.Co Daft Asherry Park, IT. ir4.oo : 18
San Diego St. Ry. Co. Henry San Diego , Cal. • 3.00 9
E. Rarrishurg Passenger: Sprague Harrishurg, Pa. 4.00 10
Ry. Co.
"Total of thirteen roads, 48.25 miles of track and ninety-
five motor cars.
"On July 1, 1891, there were 554 roads in actual opera-
tion, with 2,895 miles of track equipped electrically, and 4,513
motor cars."
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A paragraph from Mr, F. J. Sprague's paper read "before the
Kansas City Electric Light Covention which took place early in
1890 gives a good idea of the rapid development of the early elec-
tric railway,
"Taking our work alone and that of 1887 as a bards, in 1888
it was trebled. The work of 1888 was quintri>led in 1889. As
to what it will be in 1890 I will not hazard a guess. Its strong-
est opponents two years ago a.re now its best friends and the enter-
prise, for which it was then difficult to get a dollar investment,
today demands two grea^t corporations and a number of smaller ones.
The contracts for electrical equipments involve larger amornts
than almost any other electric?.l enterpri se • The business done
in this year will probably be not less than $6,000,000. Ever:/
street railway in the United States is watching with eager eye
s
the developments of the rival companies. The friends of the cable
system are on the defensive. The advocates of the electric sys-
tem are reliant and aggressive. Its flexibility, the ease with
which it is extended, its adaptability to various conditions of
service, the marvelous advances which have been made in perfecting
its apparatus, all insure its supremacy.
"As illustrating the progress of electric railways I may state
that there are about 130 towns or cities in the United States with
one or more electric railways in operation, construction or under
contract, and that these roads comprise about 1,500 miles of track
equipped with 1,700 motor cars, requiring 3,000 motors, of an
aggregate capacity of 45,000 h.p., and steam and electric f : ener-
ators of 25,000 h.p.. The roa.ds in operation are making about
100,000 miles per day, and within three months the mileage will
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"be doubled."
The first stretch of electric road opened to travel in the
State of Massachusettes was of the Lynn and Boston, July 2, 1888.
This was followed by its use on the Y/est End Street Railway Com-
pany 1 s lines early in the next year. The following article taken
from the "Street Railway Journal : for January- 1889, illustrates
the manner in which the early electric road was received, at least
"by a portion of the people,
"Wonder at electric transit is in turn experienced "by each
city rhere the new power is introduced. As the passenger speeds
over the tracks of the \7est End Electric road from Brighton to
Park Square Boston, it is easy to see in the curious and wondering
crowd of spectators a repetition of that awe and wonder with which
an admiring public first watched Pulton's Steamer plough the
Hudson. Is this new stride in locomotion destined to revolution-
ize city travel as the steamboat did navigation? Is the electric
car destined to cease to "be a v.ronder and "become familiar to all?
As the handsome car, filled with its humeri freight, reaches up its
slender arm, lightly touching with its hand the wire that looks
like a spider's silken thread, it spins a.v;ay, over grades a.nd a-
round curves, obedient to the slightest jesture of the motor man,
who knows not what force he commands. "Wonderful, indeed, and
sometimes frightful, seems this unseen power that lightly wafts
the tons of freight along, hut obedient and submissive is it to
him who has read its laws. It is po^vrful but to serve."
In the June number of the "Street Railway Journal" for 1889
we have a description of the installation of two Boston systems
and this description is given below in order to show more of the
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details of the early construction.
"Electricity has Captured Boston.
"Ho natter v/hat nay be said against the success of electric
motors ir. street car service, the fact cannot he denied that the
system has found great favor with the Boston people, and that the
West End Railway officials are highly elated at their success with
electricity thus far. As an evidence of this unanimous favor,
the Board of Aldermen hove granted to the West End Company the
right to place overheard wires on all of the streets of the city,
and the Company declares its intention of equipping their other
lines as fast as possible.
"!The experiment so far has "been tried on two lines, one from
Bowdoin Square to Cambridge, on the Thomson-Houston system of
overhead conductors, which has been in operation since February
and the other beginning near the Providence depot, and running to
Allston and ITewton under the Sprague System. On this line which
has been running since January 1st, last, there is about a mile
an" a half of conduit constructed under the Bently-Enight patents.
"We found the trip c var each of these lines a delightful one.
The Cambridge line is three and a quarter miles long with double
track on the old horse car construction. Sine motor cars are
usually run, each towing one or more ordinary cars. The motor
cars are equipped with two 15 h.p. motors, which with the gears
and attacliments weigh three tons, while the car itself weighs three
tons. A high rate of speed is reached whenever the horse cars,
between which they are sandwiched, are not in the way. The over-
head wire is supported by very neat tubular iron poles, with one
cross arm. The poles are set on the curb line, and are 22 feet
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above the street; and are placed six feet deep in the ground, frith
a concrete filling around the "base. Besides the trolley wire
over the center of each track, three covered conductors are carried
on the cross arms of the poles, and at suitable intervals connect
with the trolley wire for reinforcing the current. Power is
obtained from the electric light station at Cambridge. An under
running trolley is used, which is held firmly to the wire by means
of springs. The service on this line has been very reliable so
far, no delays having occurred At one point the line crosses
a drawbridge, and in order to supply the current to the part of
the line cut off when the draw is open, a cable is laid under the
water.
"The Company are building one car to be equipped with a forty
h. p, motor. This will be geared to only one axle , but mechanism
will be put in by which both axles may be geared when necessary.
Several sweepers have been made which are equipped with three pow-
erful motors, one for propelling the car and one for each broom;
but there having been little snow during the past winter, no op-
portunity was given to test them.
"The Allston line is six miles long, with single track for
part of the way. The power plant, which was furnished by the
Jarvis Engineering Company, is located in Allston and consists of
two Armington and Sim's engines on 20 h.p. each, and four Edison
dynamos of 100 h.p. each. The engines make 200 revolutions per
minute and the dynamos 650 revolutions. The plant is to dupli-
cated at once. There are sixteen cars, equipped with two seven
and one-half horse powrer Sprague motors, and geared in such a
manner that the armature makes twelve revolutions to one of the
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car axle. We v/ore told that the motors on the cars were to he
replaced with heavier ones of fifteen h.p. This is done in order
to he ahle to tow an extra car, and hecause it was found that the
coils of the larger motor were not as likely to burn out as those
of the smaller ones. The motors have 81 coils, and a number of
them may he "burned out with out disabling the car,
"The track is utilised for the return current, and in order
to make it a more perfect conductor, the ends of the ra,ils s.re
connected by a copper -./ire, and about every 600 feet a ground
plate is put in deep enough to be always in contact with moist
earth. The poles on this line are 20 feet high and carry 'three
cables, one of which connects with the conduit at the end of the
line. In changing from the conduit system to the overheard trolley
the car is not delayed more than a minute. A man stationed at
this point lifts the plough out of its bearings while the conductor
releases the trolley pole. P.y the use of the underrunning trolley
switches and cross overs are readily made without stopping. On
a part of this line a very high rate of speed, nearly twenty miles
an hour is attained, as there 'are no street ca.rs in the way, the
tra.ck being laid on a reservation along the middle of a new boul-
evard that has been opened by the company."
"The following table showing the early growth of the electric
railway is taken from "Electric Street Railways" by Houston &
Eennelly:
.
1889 50 roads with 100 miles of track
1200 " " "
2250 " " "
7420 " " "
10863 " " "
1890 - 200
1891 275
1894 606
1895 880
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2. STORAGE BATTERY STSTEH.
So far the electric roads described have been mostly of the
overhead trolley type. There were two other types that played
an important part in the early history of the electric railway.
These were the storage "battery car, that elusive hope of every
electrical engineer, and the conduit system. The surface contact
or as they are sometimes called, closed conduit systems are the
product of a later date hut the regular conduit and storage bat-
tery types were more or less prominent in the early installations.
Ve find in the Hay, 1889 number of "Street Railway Journal" a de-
scription of a car of the storage "battery type and in the December
number of the same journal the description of a complete street
railway line operating cars of this type.
"In the ac companying engraving we illustrate the experimental
car 'Edco* which has recently been running successfully during a
number of trial trips in Philadelphia. This car, which was built
for the Electro-Dynamic Company, is equipped with accumulators
supplied by the Electric Accumulator Company of Hew Yorlc. -he
accumulators furnish 'the current for the motors, by means of which
the car is propelled The car is slightly heavier than the or-
dinary street car, and its two electric motors with the necessary
gearing weigh about a ton. The batteries which weigh about one
and one-half tons , consist of eighty eight hard rubber cells her-
metically sealed, and a.re located under the seats of the car....
The motors are made to give 3000 revolutions a minute with the
full force of the batteries, but by the use of gear wheels this is
reduced so as to run the car at the ordinary speed of 8 or 10
miles an hour. The commutator box is so arranged that the cells
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may be put in series or in parallel, according to the character of
the work to he done. The driver controls the application of pov/er
"by means of a suitable wheel.
"Each of the motors will give 13 h.p. when the full force of
the batteries is applied, and this is ample for any wpirk which
t.hey may be called upon to do. On one of the trips, it is said
that on a very sharp curve on the hillside, the car ran off the
tract while ascending a heavy grade, but after being stopped it
was started again moving over the roadway by means of its own power
apparently without any difficulty and resumed its place on the
track with but little delay and without "blocking the ,rack» . •
.
"The Electric Accumulator Co. has two methods of applying the
power from its batteries for street car work. The one where the
batteries are carried on the car itself--and the other Where they
are placed on a separate car, about nine feet long, seating about
ten persons and suitable for a smoking or second class car, the
smaller car being coupled to the passenger c?„r. In each method,
a reserve set of batteries is required, in order that they may be
receiving the necessary charge from the b ttery while the alter-
nate set is in use."
"A new line of Electric Railway to be operated entirely by
means of storage batteries has been quietly building in Philadel-
phia, for some time past and has just been completed. It is called
the Lehigh Avenue Railway. The fact that, with one very recent
exception, it is so far the only street railway in this country
which depends solely on accumulators for its motive power, not
a grain of oats, not a halter or stall, in short no provision
whatever having been made for horses, and that its arrangements
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differ in many respects from those usually to "be found on street
rail -ays, cannot fail to make it interesting to all who are engaged
in the street railway lousiness....
"He power plant is located at one end of the line, and the
trachs •.terminate within the "building. The cars leave and en-
ter the structure from the Thirty Second Street end, the passengers
who come and go passing through the opposite end, which fronts on
Ridge Avenue ... .This huildingis of heavy "brick work and is one of
the most suhst ntial we have ever seen. Ample space has "been
allowed for manipulating the c-rs and hatteries, and the "best o,c-
comodations have "been provided for the comfort and convenience of
passengers. The depot proper is about 154 feet long lay . 74 feet
wide, within which are situated the woman's waiting rooms, men's
waiting room and office, all steam heated and fitted with incan-
descent electric lights and covering collectively a floor space
ahout 30 "by 50 feet, and the engine room, 30 "by 39 feet. Loca,ted
"between the waiting room and engine room are the "battery charging
and transfer tables, which form a distinctive feature of the sta-
tion. The remainder of the floor space within the depot is given
up to the three tracks, cross overs, and switches and the c r pit
ten feet wide "by forty feet long "by three feet , nine inches deep,
of sufficient length to take two cars at once. This pit is spec-
ially constructed with space enough "between the stringers support-
ing the rails and its sides to permit of convenient inspection of
journal "boxes, motors, "brakes and other gear. She depot has a
capacity Of 18 cars , and switches and cross overs are ail conven-
iently arranged. The door-way through which the tracks pass lead-
ing to the double track without, has a span of 39 feet, 7 inches
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and is 12 feet 3 inches high* The engine room contains a 100 h.p.
Armington and Sims engi le, hieh drives two dynamos of sufficient
capacity to charge ten sets of the storage cells used in the cars,
and also furnishes power for the ten- light Ball arc dynamos used
for the interior and exterior illumination of the station, and for
lighting up the switchboard. A well lighted "boiler room 36 by
40 feet immediately adjoins the engine room. So far only one
boiler of 100 h.p. capacity is installed but there is ample pro-
vision for doubling the entire power plant when necessary ... .The
road to be operated extends from this station to Second Street and
Lehigh Avenue and is in all somewhat over three miles of double
track. The maximum grade is 5 percent, 400 feet long. The ini-
tial equipment will consist of 6 closed cars, 5 being 16 feet long
each equipped with 2 10 h.p. motors and one a 22 foot' car with
double trucks propelled by 2 15 h.p. motors.
"The system of handling the batteries is very simple and con-
venient. Tables are provided, mounted on wheels, which travel
on cross tracks, and these t .bles have space enough for ca.se s or
frames of batteries, which represent the number of exhausted and
freshly charged batteries for one car. The top of the table is
fitted with rollers and also pinions, the end one of which can be
turned by a crank handle, and which engages with a rack on the bot-
tom of each battery case. The floor of the car under the seats
is also fitted with rollers and pinions. When a car comes in from
a trip, the table containing the two newly charged cases of bat-
teries is advanced to a convenient position and the batteries
being run out of the car through the end panels and through cor-
responding openings on the dash board on to the table., it is shift-
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ed slightly and the new set of coils is run in and automatically
connected; one man and, a moment or two "being all that is needed
to accomplish this 'change of horses* • The motors differ radic-
ally from any so far "brought out, having "been especially designed
for the purpose. The power reaches the axle through worm gearing
which runs in oil within a suitahle casing and is noisless and
very dura.hie."
The first storage hat tcry car was put in operation in Paris
in 1882. The system was tried in Brussels; also in 1886 on Mad-
ison Avenue in Hew York City where it continued in use for several
years. Each car on the Madison Avenue line carried a full load
on a straight level track at 15 miles per hour and wo grades not .
exceeding 5 percent and not longer than 500 feet at 5 miles per
houi*. On a level track a run of 40 miles could be made and this
was considered half a day's work. But there were objections which
seriously impared the extensive use of this type of car. Mr.
Sprague in the March "Street Railway Journal" of 1390 says:
"There is some thing exceedingly attractive in the proposed
application of storage batteries to the propulsion of c-.rs. To
he ahle to store up a large amount of energy in a box, put it a-
hoard a car, carry it around with us, and take from it a greater
or less amount of work, offers when pra.ctica.hle a. solution of the
street car problem for which we are all devoutly hopeful. But
looking at it commercially, the storage battery is still a long
way from being a serious competitor of the direct source of supply
It takes up space and is a serious extra, load to he carried around.
It requires frequent shifting; and its capacity as well as dis-
charge rate is so limited that it is simply impossible to work
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such a "battery upon grades v/hich are at all severe."
llr. Pope was commissioned in the fall of 1836, when the '.Test
End Street Railway Co, of Boston was organised to investigate the
relative merits of the different types Df street car propulsion.
He says: "I submitted ray report to President \7hitney on the 30th
day of April, 1887, At that time no experience had "been gained
which v/ould enable me to compute accurately the cost of operation
of the different systems, but the final result of my estimate then
given to Mr, Whitney, of the cost of power per car per mile, was
as follows:
Horse power 11.07 cents
Electric Storage System 7.34 "
Electric Underground Distribution----—--5.02 "
Electric Overhead Distribution — -~ 3.28 " *
The storage battery has never ceased to be an attractive
field for investigation and experiment to the electrical engineer
and in recent years we have been hearing considerable about the
investigations of Mr. Edison in this line. There are some ac-
cumulator cars in operation today but hardly upon a comparative
basis with the overhead trolley.
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3. oosuurr btstem.
Tlie conduit system of electric traction v;as brought into op-
eration during the transition 'stage from experiments to reality.
Its "birth was forced by two feelings on the part of the people,
first, their fear of the overhead trolley and second, their aes-
thetic disposition. The objections to this system were early rec'
ogn" zed yet it was extensively tried both in this country and in
Europe. The two main objections are the large first cost and. the
difficulty of properly insulating the conductors especially v.here
the drainage is poor. In the early days of electric railways
Bently and Knight were the crief exponents of this system in the
United States and Siemens and Halske in Eurpoe. The features
possessed in common by all of the variations of the conduit sys-
tem are a slot and a pair of bare conductors placed in va,rious
positions with reference to the slot. Conduits with one working
conductor and rail return have "been proposed "but have never passed
the experimental stage owing to the advantages of the insulated
return. This obviates the necessity of bonding the rails and
eliminates the troubles from electrolysis of uncle rground pipes.
Gradually the fear of the overhead trolley disappeared and its
great commercial advantages soon won it almost universal adoption.
Trolley -.vires certainly do not add to the "beauty of a city and it
is only in places where the love of the beautiful has been consid-
ered of more importance than the utilitarian advantages to be
gained that we find the conduit system to any extent. Perhaps
the best illustration of this system is in the capital city of
our country. In Washington, D. C. no overhead -ires are allowed
and all street cars are operated by the underground system.
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They have been operated in this way for about a decade and a half
and there is nothing to complain of in the practical working of
the system, while the aesthetic sense of the people in the District
is gratified immensely by the absence of ires and poles. The
drainage of the city is good and this is largely responsible for
the scarsity of trouble in operation. The following reference to
• that system is taken from the "Engineering Hews" for Nov. 21,1895.
"The conduit electric railway of the Metropolitan Company at
Washington, D. C. gives fair promise of being successful during
the coming period of the year, usually fatal to the efficient oper-
ation of underground systems. The installation in this case has
been very thorough, extraordinary endeavors having boen made to
provide a drainage system adequate to co2:>e with the conditions re-
sulting from the severity of Northern winters. The means by v:hich
it i hoped to carry off all refuse and water finding its way into
the conduit consists of a series of pits, 20 inches 7/ide and 6 feet
deep, extending across both tracks, and situated at intervals of
400 feet or less. At one end of each pit, where connection is
made with the sewer, the depth is increased to 9 feet thus forming
a basin where all refuse collects, and may be removed through a
manhole. The conduit itself is very simple in construction.
Two "Z" bars, with vertical web, are placed with their upper flan-
ges at the street level, with the space between their edges form-
ing the slot. To the bottom flanges are fastened the porcelain
insulators supporting the "T" bars which serve as conductors.
Dri flanges are also supported by the bottom flanges of the "Z"
bars and so placed as to protect the conductors from all moisture
falling through the slot. The contact plough moves between the
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"T" "bar conductors and "bears laterly upon their voritcal surfaces.
The conduit is "backed v.dth concrete, and offers every facility for
rapid drainage. The operation of the road is said to be quite
satisfactory.
"
The initial expense of the conduit system is at least twice
as sreat as the overhead trolley and this coupled with, a higher
operating expense is responsible for its scarcity.
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4. CLOSED COBDUJT OR SURFACE COIITACT SYSTEM.
There is another system of electric tracti on kno wi as the
closed conduit or surface contact system and this attempts to gain
the advantages of the conduit system at the cost of the trolley.
There has been more activity abroad in experimenting with this
system owing to the more violent opposition there to the overhead
wires. The various types of this system have much in common,
the fundamental idea of them all being to put conductors permanent-
ly underground and connect then automatically "by the passage of
the car to short sections of working conductors immediately "be-
neath the car. Of course it is impossible to place a third rail
on the ground along the track of a city railway hut if this can
he broken up into short lengths or replaced "by a series of studs
only those being alive which are beneath the passing car, the ad-
vantage of the third rail system are secured and at the same time
the risks attendent upon its use are eliminated. There are three
types of this surface contact system, depending upon the manner
in which the automatic switching, which throws the current on a,nd
off the studs, is accomplished. These are the magnetic, the elec-
tric, and the mechanical types. The point striven for in all of
these types and upon the attainment of which depends the practic-
ability of this S3rstem of electric traction is perfect reliability
of the -automatic switch. If this should fail to work either the
pow.r would be left on the studs after the car had passed, thus
proving a menace to the people or it would not be connaunicated to
the car.' One of the first .instances of this system was patented
in 1888 by Lineff
.
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A feeder of "bare copper strip supported upon insulators
was to be placed in a clia nel in the center of the track and upon
this feeder was to "be a thin steel tape* Above these the studs
were to be arranged as shown* On the vnderside of the car was to
"be an elec tromagnet "M" of a length equal to three studs and the
space s betweon therru Tlie action was simple • Y/hen the electro-
magnet arrived over the studs it would magnetize them and they
would pick up the tape thus allowing the current from the feeder
to flow through them to the collecting brushes placed alongside th
magnet. As the magnet left a stud it would become demagnetized
and the tape would drop thus breaking the circuit. This fairly
illustrates the principal of the surface contact system. Of
course Lineff's invention gave too little contact betv/een tape,
studs, and feeder a,nd v;as impossible to '"ork at high speeds.
In 1894 Diatto patented a s3/"stem which has been used to some ex-
tent in France and Italy, Another recent attempt to solve the
surface contact system is that of the Do Iter Electric Traction Co.
Their system is magnetic and is one of the few that may he said
to be practicable. Of the electrical types, that of Wynlie is one
of the earliest. The disadvantage of his system was that the car
could move only in one direction. The Johnson-Lundell surface
contact system is of modern origin and contains some good features
The mechanical type of this system is supposed to overcome ce.tain
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objections found in both of the other types. While electric and
magnetic apparatus may fail, some times from obscure and trivial
causes, the mechanical system cannot fail to act. In 1898 "c-
sers. Allen and Peard produced an ingenins and more or less effec-
tive Bystem. Perhaps the most practicable mechanical type is the
Kingsland.
ra i I
nps n=] s
fig . 2»
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There are two strikers on each car and when the forward strik
er comes in contact T:lth a switch suitably placed it moves the
switch through one- sixth of a revolution thus completing the cir-
cuit between the stud and the feeder allowing the contact plow on
the car to take current from the stud. The rear striker moves
the switch through another sixth of a revolution thus breaking
the contact "between the stud and feeder and leaves the stud dead.
Prom evidence in the shape of report:; <it is clear that both
the magnetic and mechanical types are superior for every day use
to the electrical. The latter is more expensive in capital out-
lay and maintananee and more liable to go wrong. There is a
large field for inventors in this system of electric traction and
something of exceptional value may be hoped for.
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5. MODERN SYSTEMS,
There are tv/o general classifications of electric roads, the
first is according to the method "by which current is supplied to
the car and the roads are designated as "trolley road", "third rail"
or "conduitroad" • It has "been seen that tnis classification was
made early in the developement of the electric railway. The se-
cond general classification is of more recent date and dates from
the use of the alternating current motor. The great majority of
electric railways employ direct current motors and are spoken of
as d. c. roads. 'Where alternating current motors are used the
road is spoken of as a "Single-phase a. c." or "three-phase a. c.
road", according as one or three phase alternating current is used.
Alternating current was introduced first of all, not as a
motive power, "but merely as a transmission system, and the "begin-
ning of the modern interurban railway nay he dated from this intro-
duction. The current was generated a. c. three-phase at the re-
quired transmission voltage or stepped up to the required voltage
"by transformers and transmitted along the line as a. c. At con-
venient intervals along the road substations were located. At
these substations the alternating current was stepped down "by trans-
formers and converted into -direct current at the desired operating
voltage by rotary converters or motor-generator sets. The sub-
station, however, proved a large item in the expense of installa-
tion and operation and efforts have been made to eliminate it by
using the alternating current directly as motive power, transmit! -
ing it at any desired voltage consistent with the insulation pos-
sible, and stepping it down to the operating voltage by means of
transformers Carried on the car. This saves not only the first

cost of the substation and d. c. feeders, "but the expence of sub-
station operation. And thus was made necessary the second gener-
al classification of electric railways into d. c. and a. c. roads.
The latter are subdivided as was mentioned above into single-phase
and three-phase roads. The poly-phase road was the first to be
inttoduced and Switzerland has the honor of the first three-pha.se
electric railway. ITessrs. Brown and BoTeri , of Baden, Switzerland
were the first to use poly phase alternating current for railway
purposes. In 1895 they introduced their three phase electric
road a,t Lugano, Switzerland, using induction motors and a system
of picking up the current consisting of two overhead wires -for
two legs of the circuit, and the rails for the third. The success
of this line was responsible for the immediate introduction of
other lines. We have one notable installation of the three-phase
system in the United states a description of which follows: (Elec-
tric Railway Journal, October 31, 1908.)
"One of the four locomotives which the General Electric Com-
pany will supply to the Great northern Railroad for hauling trains
through the Catara,ct Tunnel has been completed and is now being
subjected to an exhaustive series of tests under service conditions.
The locomotive body and trucks' were supplied by the American Loco-
motive Company. Although a liberal air-gap of 1/4 in. has been
allowed the power factor remains above 80 percent throughout the
whole operating range and reaches a maximum of 86 percent. The
maximum torque is at least three times the guaranteed full-load
running torque and is more than sufficient to spin the wheels under
any condition of tra,clc It is noteworthy, moreover, that the
motors being of the three-phase induction type, with .plain secon-
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dary circuit rheostatic control, are capable of exerting this
torque at any speed from standstill- to within a few per cent of
synchroni si:
"The locomotive is of the double-truck type, and there are two
motors per truck. The total Weight is 230,000 lbs., all of ~hich
is on the drivers. S!he overall length is 45 ft. and the rigid
wheel base is 11 feet. The wheels are 60 in in diameter.
"As stated above, the motors are of the three-phase induction
type . The 'secondary circuit of each motor is mounted on a shaft
geared at both ends to one axle of the locomotive. The gear
ratio is 1 to 4.28. The motors are wound for eight poles 'and
when operated at 25 cycles have a synchronous speed of 375 r. p.m.
The motors are equipped with slip rings for plain rheo static con-
trol. In order to obtain the maximum of simplicity, no effort
has been made to operate the motors in cascade or to use pole
changing device. It was held that the saving in energy by the
the introduction of speed-changing scheme s was of no importance be-
cause the energy is obtained from a hudro-electric station where
there i's no storage available, and any saving at the motors will
represent merely a saving in water, which would then be allowed to
flow over the dam.
"In arranging the apparatus and controlling devices with in
the locomotive the keynote has been simplicity. Step-dovm trans-
formers, contactors, blowers, air-compressers, etc., are placed
within a fire-proof compartment located in the center of the body
of the locomotive, a wide alley-way being arranged on all four
sides of the compartment. The transformers for changing the line
pressure of 6600 volts to 500 volts for use at the -motors are of
tie air-cooled two-coil type . A negligible saving in construct-

ive material could have been obtained "by usinp; auto-transformers
for this purpose, hut the improved insulation and the reduction
in the risk to life by the use of two-coil transformers were con-
sidered of predominating importance. The air which! s forced
through the transformers passes upward through ventilating open-
ings in the top of the locomotive after having passed through the
speed controlling rheostats. ' The motors also are cooled by air,
all of the low-pressure supply of air being obtained from a centri-
fugal blower driven by a three-phase induction motor*
"...The locomotive is equipped with four wheel trolleys, two
of which will he used foroperation in each direction, the rail
being employed as the third conductor. The normal trolley poten-
tial will he 6000 volts, but it will reach a value of 6600 volts
during starting conditions on account of the fact that Tirrill
regulators will he employed at the station for increasing the elec-
tromotive force, with increase in load
"One of the advantages of a three-phase locomotive which was
considered of much importance in the Great Northern equipment is
the tendency to operate at constant speed. The gearing is such as
to -ive to the locomotive a speed of about 15 m. p. h. , which will
he maintained on the upgrade. ' When the train is going down grade
a certain amount of energy will he returned to the supply system,
2To importance was placed upon the return of this energy, hut the
limiting of 'the maximum speed was considered as of great impor-
tance. The tendency to limit the speed will not he affected by
the removal of one trolley wheel from contact with the overhead
wire .
"
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It is seen that bhe three-phase a. c. system requires two
overliead trolley v.-ires and that the ionstant speed characteristics
of the induction type motor, prevent efficient speed variation.
The two overhead trolley v/ires with a" high difference of potential
between them is considered very objectional by many engineers.
Those advocating this system have usually recommended moderate
voltages uch as 3300 volts. While higher voltages are undoubt-
edly possible , there is no question nut that the trolley prohlem
"becomes increasingly difficult with increase in voltage and the
current collecting devices, switches, cross overs, overhead equip-
ment of the ya,rds etc., present serious problems.
"While three-phase railway development is primarily European,
America may claim precedence for the introduction of a system which
seemsca.pa.ole of revolutionizing the transportation prohlem for
heavy traffic. This is the* single phase a. c. system. Mr. 3. G-.
Lamme in a paper presented at a meeting of the hew York Railroad
Club, March 16, 1906, says:
"By this time the prohlem was becoming "bettor understood and
at t"iis stage another system was brought forward which was speci-
fically designed to meet the varied conditions of heavy traffic.
This system contains the following features:
1st. Alternating current is used on account of its facilities
for transformation.
2nd. One trolley wire only is used, by adopting sin.-le phase
a11 emat ing curr ent
.
3rd. With alternating current and one trolley wire only, any
desirable voltage can be used on the trolley line.
4th. By using alternating current an efficient means for varying

the voltage to the motors is obt ined. With single phase there is
only one supply circuit to "be handled, and bhe variable voltage
apparatus Can be iven the simplist and most efficient form.
5th. A type of motor was developed which, can have itsspeed var-
ied "by varying the voltage supplied to it, one which uses power
oracticallv in proportion to the load, when operated in connection
with' the above variable voltage supply circuit .
5th. The motor is preferably wound for low voltage and the same
transformer which is used for stepping down from the trolley volt-
age to the motor voltage can also be used for obtaining the desired
voltage variation for varying the speed, and the power in propor-
tion to the speed.
7th. The motor is inherently of a variable- speed type, and can
automatically adjust its speed to that of other motors driving
the same load with but very small unbalancing of the loads on the
ind ividual mo tors.
8th. The type of motor developed is one which can he used on
direct current also."
Mr. Lamme goes on to describe the general characteristics of
"the single phase motor as follows*
"It is important that under certain conditions an electric
locomotive should be able to act as a brake, or to return energy
to the line, as when taking loads down grandes, for instance.
There is but one way in which the car equipment can act as a brakes
namely, by reversing the function of the motors and converting
them into generators of power, the driving power being furnished
by the train in movement. In acting as generators there are t?/o
ways ir which an electric equipment can absorb the power.
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"The motors of the ingle- phase system can readily meet the
first of these conditions; namely., that of feeding power into a
resistance. As the; motors are of the commutator type, and -re in
reality, first class direct-current machines, they will readily
pic!-: up as d. c. generators and can feed power into a suitably
proportioned resistan.ee. This method of "breaking is perfectly
feasible, provided the controlling apparatus and car circuits are
arranged for this purpose.
"Consider, next, the case of feeding power back into the line
and contro lliii-- it. It would appear when looking at the problem
that a motor which could have its speed andPQwer varied so econom-
ically over a wide range, should also' he capable of reversing its
functions and "becoming a generator of power with an economical con-
trol over a wide speed range; and it has "been deter:;dned in an
extended .-series of shop tests, that the single-phase type of rail-
way motor does possess this property under certain conditions.
A nu her of ways of doing this in a more or less successful manner
have - "been tried. Some of these methods are very effective and
permit practically- perfect control of the power and speed during
breaking, or when returning energy to the line. Such an arrange-
ment would probably not he advisable for merely stopping trains.
Its true field would he in letting a train down a grade of such
length that the power is returned to the line for a long enough
period to represent a fair proportion of the total time of oper-
ation. Both this method and that where the power is absorbed in
a rheostat, are valuable in relieving the wear of the brake hoes,
which is a very important item on very long grades.

"The resistance method of "breaking, although not as efficient,
has one advantage, in that it is Independent o r the supply system.
Therefore, in case the pov;er r;oes off when the train is descending
a grade, the resistance method of braking would still he effective."
If the above considerations are as true in practice as they
are in theory there is no doubt hut that the single- phase a. c.
motive power will he a dangerous rival in the field of heavy
traffic
.
In December, 1904, the Indianapolis and Cincinatti single-
phase road "began operation. This road installed by the We sting
-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company is still in operation and
giving satisfaction.
Since the opening of this road numerous interurban roads have
installed the single-phase alternating system but to the student
of history it must be plain that no epoch making invention c-an thus
spring full fledged into the activities of the modern world and
immediately sv/eep everything before it. In the March 13th, 1909
"Electric Railway journal" there is the following announcement
that the a. c. lines of Milwaukee are to be changed to d. c. oper-
tion. "The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company is com-
pleting plans for changing over' its single-phase, 3300 volt linos
for 1200 volt operation. It has been found that the single-phase
equipment installed more than a hear ago is not capable of handl-
ing the increased traffic on the watertovrn division of the road.
For that reason this division and new interurban lines under con-
struction T.7ill be equipped for 1200 volt d. c. operation."
About the same time, the Illinois Traction Company also changed
that portion of tis lines o erating by single-phase a., c. to d. c.
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operation* While there are ot~ or instances of the substitution
of d. c. for a. c. operation these two will serve to show that
there are two sides to this question.
Direct current had its advocates not only for urban service
"but for steam road electrification as wellv America is fortunate
in having a variety of electrcal installations from which to draw
conclusions. While it is too early as yet to draw there conclu-
sions, the discussions of the present time are of historical inter-
est. There have "been several instances of the electrification of
a portion of steam raods in thcUnited States in the past few years
"by different electrical systems. There was the electrfication
with direct current of the new York terminal of the New York Cen-
tral and Hudson Paver Railroad, The formal exhibition and trial
of the first electrical locomotive for this road tool: place on
ITovember 12, 1904.' There was the installation of the three-phase
a. c. system, already described, on the Great Yorthern at the Cat-
aract Tennel. The Grand Trunk Railway introduced single-phase
electric locomotives at the Sarnia Tunnel, the contracts for these
locomotives being awarded early inl906. On April 1, 1905, the
Jfew York, Hew Yaven, and. Hartford Railroad began the consideration
of the electrification of their IFev; York .terminal which resulted
in the adoption of the single-phase alternating current.
The single-phase installation at the Sarnia Tunnel is subject
to heavy service; while the Hew York, Yew 7raven and Yartford in-
stallation is more for high speed service , thus affording an addi-
tional opportunity for comparison.
The first trial trip of a Hew York Central locomotive is de-
scribed in the "Street Railway Journal" for Hovembor 19, 1904.
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"The loco lotive possesses four driving axles, on each of which
i s mounted, without intermediate gearing, the armature of an elec-
tric motor having a nominal rating of 550 h.p. The one hour
rated capacity of the locomotive is .3200 h.p. although' for shorter
periods, a considerably greater power may he developed, making it
more powerful than the largest steam locomotive in exi stance.
It is equipped with the Sprague-General Electric multiple-unit
system of control, so that if desired, two or more locomotives can
he coupled together and operated from the leading cah as a single
unit. A single electric locomotive will he ahle to maintain the
schedule of from 60 to 65 miles per hour ith a 450 ton train, and
two locomotives will he coupled together for heavier trains, some
of which in the IT. Y. C. service reach 875 tons in weight."
There are three special features in the IT, Y. C. locomotives.
First, are the gearless motors witti the armatures mounted directly
on the axle; second, the parallel pole faces made necessary "by
this construction; and third, the a.rrangement of the magnetic cir-
cuit. In the "Street Railway Journal" for July 189 5 is found a
description of the original Baltimore and Ohio locomotives in which
gearless motors were used. The armatures, however, were mounted
on quills and suspended hy springs from the driving wheels. The
motor frames were j ournaled a,round the armatures and spring gug-
pended from the frame. The later locomotives for the Baltimore
and Ohio are described in the same fournal of August 22, 19C3.
These used the geared type of motor. On the original Central
London underground locomotives are found the only import ant pred-
ecessors without quills and these were later abandoned. This
springless support makes a motor of this type extremely hard upon
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the track, howev. r, the uniform torque of the electric locomotive
eleminated the pounding of the trade caused "by the reciprocating
parts of the steam engine. The amount of this saving can only
"be determined by time, yet it is estimated at from 20 to 30 percent
The pole p:eces of the U. Y. C. loco:..otive3 have nearly flat
faces, being only slightly concave. This was necessitated by the
direct mounted armature which co.lled for an arrangement of pole
pieces such that the armature should be free to move up and down.
The magnetic flux is continuous from one end of the truck
to the other; that is, the 'fields are arranged in tandem, the flun
passing back through the frame and bars attacked to the frame.
On Electric Sight at the Few York Railroad Club, Mr.. E. B.
Katte gave the following figures on the reliability of the U. Y. C.
electric service during 1908.
"There was not one minute delay because of the power station,
substations, or' transmission lines; delays from feeders, 7 train
minutes; from third rail, 150 train mirutes; from locomotives,
400 train minutes. The total locomotive mileage was nearly
1,000,000. The multiple unit cars traversed 3,500,000 miles with
train delays of 830 minutes, about equally divided between elec-
trical and mechanical causes. ' The total number of train minutes
delays from all causes was 1400, and the average train miles per
minute delay was over 3000. The average number of electric train
movements per day was 450 and the amount of cur2~ent generated per
day for the service -was 120,000 lev:, hours." (E. R. Jr. Mar, *09)
At the Sarnia Tunnel it has been found necessary to require
caxh electric locomotive to take a train of 500 tons, or two units
a train of 1000 tons through the tunnel in 15 minuits. This
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means that the following conditions must he fulfilled.
"It will he coupled to the train on a level track at a point
1200 feet from the summit, and must accelerate it up to a speed
of 12 miles per hour in 2 minutes, at the end of which time it will
have reached the summit of the grade lea^ng do n into the tun-
nel. It will then run down a grade of 2 percent to the level
track in the tunnel at a speed not exceeding 2"* m. p. h. , continue
on the practically level stretch under the river, and then draw
the train up a 2 percent grade at the rate of 10 m. p. h. to the
level track "beyond the tunnel approach on the other side. It is
then gradually accelerated until a speed on 18 m. p. h. is reached?
("Street Railway Journal" Jan. 20, 1906.)
The single-phane locomotives for this roa,d were supplied "by
the \7estinghouse Co. and each unit weighed -approximately 62 tons.
It was capahle of delivering a draw har pull of 25,000 pounds at
a speed of 10 m.p.h. "For the operation of the electric locomo-
tive a complete po'-er plant will he installed hy the St. Glair
Tunnel Company, including two 1250-kw, 3300-volt single-pha.se,
25 cycle, 1500 r.p.m.
,
rotating field, \'Je stinghouse steam turbine
units ." The motors are wound for 240 volts and 25 cycles per
second, and have a nominal rating of 250 h.p. each.
The distinctive feature ahout the Hew York, Hew Haven, a,nd
Hartford Railway installation is the 11,000 volt transmission
direct to the locomotive. There are four moors to each unit,
each having 250 h.p. nominal capacity hut with a continuous capac-
ity of over 200 h.p. ea,ch. They are of the gearless type, the
armatures being suspended hy a qui 11 through which the ear axle
passes. The winding is for a normal full load speed of ahout
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225 r.p.m. They are connected in pairs and require ahout 450
volts at the terminals on alternating current. For d.c. operation
at 550 to GOO volts the fields are connected in series. One novel
feature ah out the motor is the method of cooling. A blower is
used on the locomotive for cooling the lowering transformers and
this method is extended to the motors, thus raising their contin-
uous capacity to nearly their hour rating.
There is an excellent discussion as to the relative merits '
of the d.c. and a.c. operation in the "Street Railway Journal" for
March 24, 1906 also in the "Proceedings of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers" for May, 1909. These discussions bring
out the various points in favor of "both systems "but not enough
time has elapsed since their installation to allow of an histori-
cal judgement. All of the various systems so far installed seem
to "be operating successfully under the various conditions and it
remains for the future to determine whether one will supersede
the others or whether each will find its particular niche in the
transportation industry and there operate to the satisfaction of
the engineer and the public.
Mertion has "been made of the Sprague multiple-unit system of
control. There is probably no other one thing which has helped
more to extend for electricity the field of transportation. The
multiple unit control or train control is used where it is desired
to operate, motors' under a number of different cars in a train, all
of the motors "being controlled from one point. In all of the
various types there is on each ear a controller of some kind
which controls the current flowing to the motors of that car.
This controller is operated from the desired point in the train
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by means of local electroniacnctic or electro-pneumatic devices
controlled "by circuits called pilot circuits, these circuits being
carried through the train and connected to the motorman's control-
ler. In lEr« Spragne's form of multiple control the motorson each
car were controlled "by the ordinary type "K" controller, vhich had
geared to its shaft a small pilot motor, the latter being con-
trolled by the pilot circuits connected with the motorman's con-
troller. In the more recent forms of multiple-unit control the
contacts are made by a number of electromagnetic or electro-pneu-
matic devices sometimes called contactors.
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6. STEAM KOAD EI^CTPJFICATION.
Ac yet, but little c:.n be said from the historical point of
vicv: about the relation between the electric and steam railroads.
Electricity c::me into the transportation field about half a cen-
tury after steamma.de its appearance. At the beginning it was
confined strictly to urban service, vieing with the horse and cat>l|
for that field. In a few brief years electricity had left these
far behind and had begun the second st ge of its career subur-
ban service. It vas not long before all acknowledged its super-
iority to steam in this field, but not content v.ith its suburban
field it has passed on to the third stage in its development and
the interurb£,n road has become a common thing, Bow we see the
beginning of even a fourth stage — that of the electrification of
steam roa.ds, "Whether this will ever reach as far as the through
trunk line service, the future only can tell, although there are
plenty of optimists who prophecy that it will and back up their
prophecies by certain engineering judgements. It is true that
the electric locomotive has certain distinct advantages:
1, It is much elea,n.er.
2, It produces very little noise in operation,
3, It is always ready for service.
4, It is relatively very steady and free from vibra/tion.
5, It requires much less skill and vigilsnce to control,
6, It exerts a unifoim torque,
7, It has better accelerating properties.
Against these advantages there may be placed the large first
cost of the electric installation. To this one thing is prob-
ably due more than to any thing else the continued use of so many
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steam locomotives. The railroads of this country have had a
precarious exi stance and between watered c ock o,nd bad management
there are very .few who could stand the expense of electrification*
Electric traction must show not only a certain saving but a large
one "before railway managers will he enthusiastic about it.
The instances of steam road electrification were undertaken
mainly "because of the sociological factor rather than the engineer
ing factor. Y/hile the engineering consideration must always he
subservient to the sociological factor, the latter is often over-
looked in the awe of achievment accompanying the success of the
former, In fact, it is often thought that the desire of achiev-
ment is alone responsible for engineering undertakings "but the
falacy of this belief is at once perceived if the attempt is made
to find an engineering accomplishment that does not serve a human
want •
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7. DEVELOPMENT OE SAFETY DEVICES.
It has "been found impossible in this "brief historic 1 survey
of the electrical railway to take account of the development of
details. There is one phase of det3.il development which the
writer wishes to consider "because of its close relationship to
the social significance of the electric railway* This is the de-
velopment of accident prevention devices. Perhaps the three
things which have done most to prevent accidents on electric rail-
ways are the fender, the "block signal, and the automatic stop.
The two most common types of fenders are illustrated "below.
In the "Engineering Hews" for Eel. 25, 1S09 there is the re-
port of the Sub-Committee on Safety Devices of the ITew York Pub-
lic Service Commission, A portion of the report is given.
"The. report to the Public Service Commission, Eirst District,
State of Hew York, "by the Sub-Committee on Safety Devices and Ac-
cident Prevention Measures, recently issued, covers the tests
made at Schenectady and Pittsburg in September, October, and
ITovember
,
190S, to determine the merits of the various fenders and
wheel guards on the market and of those that any inventors might
submit for trial. Dummy figures were used. These were made,
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as to weight, shape, and joints, afl near like human figures us
practicable. There were three general types/—a 50 To, "boy, a
120 lb. woman, and a 170 lb. man* These --ere clothed in typical
garments, as it was found that the clothes had no little effect
on the operation of the safety devices.
"In all, 38 projecting fenders and 29 wheel guards were tested
On these 67 devices 1,801 separate tests were made, with the dum-
mies standing and prostrate in all positions in ohich a pedestrian
would he apt to be hit.
"As a result of these tests the suh-commit tee of the Commis-
sion made several recommendations concerning the use of such de-
vices in New York City-- the only territory under the jurisdiction
of the Commission. Some of these are as follows.
"All cars in service under the jurisdiction of this Commis-
sion should he supplied with two automatic (mechanical drop)
'..heel guards which must be attached to the trucks of .all typos of
cars, this apparatus to he always maintained in a' normal operative
and life savirg condition, the tripping gate to he carried at a
height of not more than 5 inches and the apron of the wheel guard
not more than 4 inches ahove the nails.
"All cars in service under, the jurisdiction of this Commi ssion
in the Boroughs of the Bronx, Queens, and Plchmond, should also
he equipped with a projecting type of fender always carried in a
normal operating position with the outer edge of apron not more
than 6 inches ahove the rails, and maintained in a thoroughly
operative and life saving condition.
"All cars in service in Brooklyn should also he equipped with
projecting fenders, and should carry themin s, normal operating
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position with the outer edge f the apron not more than 6 inches
above the rails, except that such fender should "be lifted up into
a folded position by the motorman without the latter leaving the
platform, when cars are operated in ce tain streets.
The reason for the recommendation that all cars be equipped
v.lth automatically operated wheel guards, and only certain of the
cars under the jurisdiction of the Commission be also supplied
with a projecting type of fender Ls that it is not considered that
any one device will "be sufficient when a car is "being operated at
high speeds. Ca,rs operating at the low speed necessary in con-
gested districts are sufficiently guarded "by atomatieally operated
wheelguards, "but cars operated through localities where congestion
is not sufficient to prevent high speed should he eqiiipped with
both projecting fenders and wheel guards*
"Even enough an automatically dropped fender is used, expe-
rience proves that it must he' carried at least G inches above the
pavement and this height will not always permit it, when tripped
to drop to the pavement quickly enough to get under a body in pros
trate position; The manually operated type of projecting fender
must also be carried at the same height above the pavement as the
automatic, so that if the moto.rman does not drop the fender to the
pavement before reaching the victim, it also will pa.ss over him
allowing him to go under the -.heels of the c. r, if they are not
protected by a wheel guard, but both the automatic projecting fen-
der and the manually operated fender are efficient for catching
a person struck in an upright position. Therefore, it is consid-
ered essential that the cars should be equipped with both wheel-
guards and fenders, where ever local conditions do not interfere
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with the use of fenders.
"Finally, it should "be fully understood that the effectiveness
of the foregoing recommendations Is vjholly dependent upon the
maintenance of the devices in a thoroughly operative and life-
saving condition. If such requirements are not exacted of the
operating railway companies, the re suits which the Commission
derdres to accomplish cannot he obtained.
"The exhaustive trials, while not proving that any particular
fender or wheel guard had reached a point of efficiency to warrent
its preference over all others, rave without question, demonstrated
that there are several available fenders and wheelguards far su-
perior on actual operative merit to most of the contrivances used
at present, and less expensive to maintain in a life-saving con-
dition. There adoption "by street car companies, not only in Hew
York City hut all over the country, would therefore, tend to lessen
in a marked degree the appalling number cf fatalities and serious
accidents occurring on street railways.
"It is only recently that the great increase of street car
accidents has brought home to the management of railways, prin-
cipally through the claim department, the necessity of using a
fender and giving to it the same care and consideration as is given
to other parts of the car equiptment. When the companies shall
have infitiiled into their employees' minds the idea that these
forms of safety devices should not be carelessly handled, but
should be maintained in as efficient operative condition as the
controller, circuit breaker and other essential parts, they will
undoubtedly have accomplished a great deal towards reducing the
amount of damage claims which, is yearly brought against them."
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The block signal is a development of the steam road but has
"been adapted to the electric road, especially the elevated, the
underground, and the interurban roads. The commencement of sig-
nalling may he said to have begun with the use of the locomotive,
for it soon became evident that some method was necessary of in-
forming enginemen of the position of switches and of giving them
the right to go ahead on certain tracks* Many forms and devices
of signals and the apparatus used in the operation of the signals
were seen in the early days • The standard form of signal in use
today is the "semaphore" , a signal designed by Mr. Gregory in 1841.
The semaphore indicates by position, and not by its form, whether
the track is clear and the train has a right to proceed. Its
construction is simple, the signal consisting of a blade five feet
long pivoted at the top of a pole from three to forty feet in
height and capable of being turned through a quarter of a circle.
The casting which carries the blade also holds the colored glass
for giving the night signals. The most common types of inter-
locked track signals are shown in figue 3. The two semaphore arms
on the left have square ends and a.re painted red with a white
band near the end. The night indications show a red light when
the arm is horizontal and a white light when the arm is inclined.
The semaphore arms on the right are called distant signals and
have notched ends. They are painted green with a "V" shaped
band near the end. At night with the blade horizontal a green
light is shown and with the blade inclined a white light. The
distant signal where only two positions are used is made of slight-
ly different shape and color in order to distinguish it from the
home signal. The distant signal is merely a preparatory signal
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figure 3.

used to indicate the position in which the motorman may expect to :
find the home signal and is placed in advance of the latter a dis-
tance depending upon local conditions. If a tr ck has facing
point switches for diverging routes two signals or more must he
used, one to govern the traffic on the main line, the others for
the "branch tracks, A few definitions may serve to a quicker com-
prehension of the subject of "block signals. The following defi-
nitions and classifications are taken from "Railway Signalling"
written "by a staff of expert signal engineers and published "by the
"Electric Journal" 1908.
"A block is a length of track of defined limits, the use of
which is controlled "by fixed signals.
"A "block signal is a fixed signal controlling the use of a
"block. The word "fixed" refers to location only since "block
signals are movable signals in fixed locations.
"Block signals may "be classified in three ways:
1st- As to the manner in which their day indications are displayed.
2nd- As to the manner in which they are controlled ajid operated.
3rd- As to what they control.
"Under the first classification there are;
(a) Banner signals, the indications being displayed by a revolving
banner.
(b) Disc signals, the indications being displayed by a movable
disc in frcnt of a fixed background, and
(c) Semaphore, signals, the indication being displayed by the po-
sition of an anil moving in a plane at right angles to the track.
In all types under elass "one" the night indications are displayed
by colored lights.

"Under the second classification there are:
(a) Manual, the signal being controlled and operated "by man power.
(Id) Controlled manual, the signal being operated manually and con-
structed so as to require the cooperation of the signalman at
"both ends of the "block*
(c) Automatic, the signal "being operated "by power which is con-
trolled entirely "by the presence or absence of a train in the bloc!
or the conditions of the track.
"Under the third classification there are:
(a) Home "block signal, a fixed signal at the entrance of a block
to control trains in entering and using said block. The indica-
tion displayed by a home signal are "stop" and "proceed", or in
some cases "stop", "caution", and "proceed".
(b) Distant "block signal, a fixed signal used in connection with
a home block signal to regulate the approach thereto.
"An absolute "block system is one which never allows more than
one train in the same "block at the same time.
"A permissive "block system is one which may allow more than
one train in the same "block at the same time, provided the trains
are going in the same direction and the second train has "been
warned by signal that another train is in the "block."
To the employer, the passenger and the ordinary observant
person the signal itself and the information it conveyed have al-
ways been of more interest than the method of manipulating the sig
nal. However, for the engineer the case is reversed, Under the
manual system the signals are operated in a variety of ways—by
direct mechanical connection, "by the use of an electro-pneumatic
system, or by electric devices alone. There is also the train

staff system in -iiich. the signal consist s of a taff which the
motorman must have in his possession in order to procoed. When
we come to automatic block signalling we find that the track cir-
cuit is the foundation of every automatic block system. The trade
circuit system -.-as inventor in 1872 and has "been used in all kinds
of signalling and protective schemes, "While direct current is
generally used in the operation of the track circuit its suc-
cessful operation is interfered with when the track rails have the
additional duty of conveying current for the propulsion of trains.
Consequently it has "~een found necessary to use a signalling cur-
rent which would not "be interfered with "by the o " erating current.
Because of its inductive propertied alternating current has "been
substituted for direct current where the latter is used as the
motive power. There are two schemes of alternating current in
use, the single-rail return system and the double-rail return sys-
tem. In the former one rail is used for the continuous return
circuit of the power current and the other is insulated into "block
sections for signalling purposes. The Uew York Subway furnishes
the most notable instance perhaps of the single rail return system
In this installation the two alternating current signal mains
carry current a 500 volts and 60 cycles. This is stepped down
to 10 volts for supplying the track circuit and to 55 volts for ths
signal lights. The automatic block signals automatic train stops
and interlocking switch and signal plants (the latter being semi-
automatic) are of the electro-pneumatic type.
In the double rail return system both rails are insulated into
block sections and both are used for the power* current , This is
accomplished by the use of balanced inductive bonds connected
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across the rail insulations at the ends of the blocks, these "bond
offer impedance to the passage of the signalling current (alter-
nating) hut not to an appreciable extent to the passage of the re-
turn propulsion current (direct or alternating). In the a.c.
system the propulsion current ordinarily has a frequency of 25
cycles or less, consequently the signalling current is riven a fre-
quency of 60 cycles in order that a track relay may he used which
responds to a current of the latter frequency and not to one of
the f ormer. In other wor s the relay operates selectively on fre-
quency and will not he disturbed. hy any stray direct current.
This system is now in service on the Sew York, Hew Haven, and Hart-
ford Railroad and gives satisfactory results. In a' general way
the double return system is preferable to the single return system
in cases where the blocks are long, consequently requiring rela-
tively few inductive "bonds and here the running rails are the only
conductors for the return of the propulsion current,
Coinsident with the development of the block signal has been
the development of the interlocking switches. "An interlocking
plant consists of a group of levers concentrated at a central
point for operating certain switches and signals, -and so arranged
as to interlock such levers and make it impossible to give clear
signals for conflicting tracks. The advantages derived therefrom
are safety, facility of operation, and saving in cost of manual
labor employed. There are various types in use each style of ma-
chine being known by the kind of power utilized. They are divided
into classes as follows: mechanical, hydro-pneumatic, electro-
pneumatic, pneumatic, and electric". The Saxby & Fanner is per-
haps the best known of the interlocking machines. The We stinghouse
I
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house Electro-Pneumatic system is also much used* The advantages
of the different systems depend upon local conditions. The elec-
tro-pneumatic system has "been used extensively. It is at least
fifty percent quicker in operation than the mechanical system and
the space required for machine and pipe line is much less. It
is also much easier in operation. Electric interlocking was
first used commercially in 1900 and its growth has "been very rapid
The superiority of electricity as a motive power in interlocking
work as well as for a great many other purposes is due to the fa-
cility with which it can he stored and retained for periods of time
with "bery small loss from leakage and to the small loss incurred
in transferring it from the generating plant to the consuming
point.
An automatic stop is a device for stopping trains "by means
independent of the enginman or motorman. They may "be classified
as follows:
"(a) Contact devices, mechanical, on or near the ground, At a
fixed point as at the entrance ot a "block section, a lever on the
engine or car of a train coming in contact with apparatus fixed on
the roadway, actuates levers, valves etc., on the vehicle. ITo
electrical apparatus is used.
("b) Contact rail devices for conveying an electric impulse from
a fixed point on the roadway to an electrical apparatus on the
vehicle. A rail fixed at the signalling point or in a suitable
relation to it ("but not continuous throughout the length of the
block section) comes in contact with a metallic "brush or other
conductor on the vehicle.
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(c) Ground devices embracing "both of the foregoing features.
(d) Devices for making contact overhead, as for example, from a
signal post to apparatus fixed on the roof of the car, mechanical,
electrical or "both.
(e) Devices making no contact, the impulse on the vehicle being
produced "by magnetic or electric induction.
"The principal automatic stop devices which have had out at-
tention are as follows! The mechanical trip devices used in con-
nection with the electro-pneumatic systems in use on the Boston
Elevated, the Inter-Borough Rapid Transit, of Hew York City
(subway) the Philadelphis Rapid Transit, and the underground lines
in London, England. Mechanical trip train stops of the same gen-
eral design, but worked by electric motors rather than by com-
pressed air are in uscon the Hudson and Manhattan tunnel under the
Hudson River, "between ITew York and Hoboken, H.J. The officers
of these roads are unanimous in their testimony as to the satis-
factory operation of the stops, and there have "been occassions
when but for the action of the automatic stop collisions would have
occurred in consequence of neglect on the part of the Motorman."
(Report of the Block Signal and Train Control Board of the Inter
State Commerse Commission)
The type of automatic stop used in the Hew York Subway applies
the brake when the motorman fails to notice a stop signal and
"brings the train to a stop. Perhaps the greatest achievement of
this automatic stop is the moral effect produced upon the motorman
for no driver will carelessly invite the censure of the management
and public by a non-observance of the signal thus made conspic-
uous by the noise of escaping air and sudden stoppage of the train.
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The performance of the signal system ' n use in the Hew York Sub-
way is worth noting. The failures due to all causes are about one
to every 400,000 signal operations. On the Boston Elevated and
Interborough Rapid Transit Railroads (electric) a remote modifica-
tion of the Kinsman Signal System is used employing an automatic
stop somewhat different from the one used in the Hew York Subway.
This stop operated the controller and air brake simultaneously by
means of electro magnets on the ear and sliding rails 120 feet
long.

II. ECONOMICS AHD SOCIAL SIGHII?ICiUJCB.
1. CAUSES 0? ACCIDIHTTS.
In considering the causes of accidents it will "be convenient
to classify them into four divisions as follows:
First, accidents that are unavoidable.
Second, accidents to passengers and outsiders caused "by their own
carelessness or "by the failure of the State to make and enforce
proper laws and ordinances against trespassing.
Third, those caused by the want of care, foresight, or supervision
on the part of the management of the company.
Fourth, those caused by the carelessness, thoughtlessness or ne-
glect of the employees.
It is generally conceeded that the majority of the accidents
not caused "by the carelessness of the victim are due to the ne-
glect or thoughtlessness of employees and that if we could elim-
inate them or one half of them there would he little cause for com-
plaint on the part of the management of the companies, or crit-
icism on the part of the public. The following is quoted from
"Railroad Accidents, Their Cause and Prevention" by R.C.Richards:
"We should bear in mind that it is not the great train acci-
dents that make the large majority of the total deaths and injuries
on the railroads of this country, about which so much is said in
the public press, but it is the little c ses that are unheralded
in the press, or in the courts, that make the totals so large;
the little things that are happening every day, on every railroad
in the country, which go on happening every year in the same old
way, and they are the cases which could and should be avoided by
the exercise of greater care and thoughtfullne ss — more come from
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thoughtlessness than any other cause. My experience leads me
irresistibly to the conclusion that after all it is the nan , not
the safety appliance that v;e must depend upon to prevent accidents 1.'
James 0. Eagen in "Confessions of a Railway Signalman" writes
as follows:
"If a prominent railroad man is questioned on the subject of
railroad, accidents, he will shrug his shoulders and say 'human
nature'. So far as he is concerned, railroad men are to he pro-
tected, not criticised. If you turn to the management your errand
will he equally fruit les . The superintendent will have little
to say. Generally speaking, he has no fault to find with, the men,
and the men have little fault to find with him. This seems to he
a tacit understanding in the interests of harmony. It "being im-
possible to move without treading on sbmehody* s toes, hy all means
let us i-emain motionless. As for the public interests, they must
shift for themselves. Consequently in place of earnest coopera-
tion in the intersts of efficiency and improved service, there is
something in the nature of a friendly deadlock "between men and man-
agement.
"Nevertheless, in spite of many appearances to the contrary
the problem of the efficient and safe running. of trains is a very
simple one. Pundamentally it is not a question of rules or safety
devices hut of personal conduct and hahits of thought.
"In every day life when a man fails to make a satisfectory
score with a first class gun we do not place the "blame on the wea-
pon. If e desire greater efficiency in markmanship we direct our
attention to the man. But in the railroad business such common-
place logic does not seem to apply. when a man violates an
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unmistakable rule or runs a signal with disastrous results, there
immediately arises on all sides a peremptory demand for a differ-
ent kind of rule or an improved signal. Public opinion, with lit-
tle understanding of the issues at stake, has a' constant tendency
to blame the systems and managements. Even the Railroad CoHaais-
sioners, agreeing with or responsive to this public sentiment,
almost invariably recommend improvments along these, lines. In
this way for many years attention has "been concentrated upon the
machinery of management, its rules and safety appliances, and the
personality of the men has "been sidetracked."
All of the above quotations may be applied to the Electric
Railway conditions as well as to those of the steam road and they
are just as far from explaining the ultimate cause of -accidents
here as in the case of the steam road.
In another place Pagan says:
"Although for a number of years the inflexible enforcement
of the rules relating to these cautionary signals has been advocat-
ed yet today train after train will run past these semaphores and
green lights without any reduction in speed, provided the track
ahead of them is seen to be clear." This sad state of affairs
may be accounted for only in part by the temperament of the Amer-
ican motormsa< As a typical American he is quick, fearless, clev-
er and resourseful and he has supreme confidence in his own judge-
ment and ability. These traits nay lead him to take chances
where others ould not. But this is not a sufficient reason as
Eagan thinks. There must be some reason stronger than daring that
causes the motor men to run by signals. The fate of the men who
run their trains late is too well known to dwell uuon. Even if
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tliere is no immediate pecuniary punishment the reputation of the
driver suffers and this as he realises plainly will amount to the
same thine in the long run. If we Will hut go hack and ask what
is the object of the electric railway or of any railway, we will
find the old answer that it is to eliminate time and space. \7ith
the public crying for faster service, the management cuts the
schedule to the limit, protecting itself "by laws and rules 7/hich
it knows cannot be obeyed in a large number of cases if the time
is made. Hence the lack of enforcement that Pagan speaks of ex-
plains itself. It is a question with the motorman of disregarding
a rule and making the time or of obeying the rule and being late.
Of course from the aeudominist 1 s standp int this does not justify
the motorman in running his signal. But this running of signals
whether intentional or unintentional can be eliminated by the use
of automatic stops.
"While the motorman is the one who runs the signa.ls and is re-
sponsible to the near sighted person, it is sometimes the fault of
the management who imposes the conditions that force the men to
run the signals and ignore the rules. The men are overworked
until through weariness and exhaustion they fail to notice the
signal, or such conditions are. imposed upon the men that it is
necessary to ignore them in order to make the time. But there
is something behind all this. The management does not impose
nearly impossible conditions on its employees for the love of it
and yet so long as we have private ownership of the railways we
may expect these conditions.
A car ride is a commodity the same as any other commodity*
ITow the value of a commodity is represented by the social labor
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necessary for its reproduction. The profits of the railways are
obtained the came as all profits, through the exploitation of labor
That is, a street car ride lias a certain value it has taken a
certain amount of labor to produce it. The design of the car and
of the dynamo that furnishes the electricity are included in the
value of the ride the same as the labor of running the car and
dynamo. Instead of rewarding the laborers involved in the pro-
duction of the commodity with its full value, only part of this
value is returned to the laborers, the other part is "profits".
This is what is meant by the exploitation of labor. There would
be no insentive for private ownership of the railways without the
possibility of exploitation and while labor is exploited we can
never have the best conditions for labor. When the laborer re-
ceives the full value of the commodity he produces, be it a car
ride or something else, we will have the best conditions possible
and not until then. Until we have the best condition for labor
we will not have the least number of accidents. Pagan accidently
stumbled upon the solution of the problem when he s ys: "After
a careful review and consideration of the conditions that obtain
on American Railroads at the present day, these significant and
final questions in the opinion. of the writer, must all be answered
in terms of external autho ri ty .
"
Mr. Fagan has jumped to this
conclusion and it happens to be the only logical one.
The accidents caused by want of ci.re, foresight, or super-
vision on the part cf the management are more serious than the gen-
tleman quoted a) e willing to admit. The experience of the In-
terstate Commerce Commission testifies to this. Pew railway
companies steam or electric, have been known to adopt a safety
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device unices compelled to or "because they realised its pecuniary
"benefit to the company.
As ail instance that it is profits alone that determine the
actions of the management of a street railway company consider the
style of the new pay- as-you- enter cars lately introduced in Chi-
cago. Any street car management which makes it possible for news
paper headings such as the following to appear is certainly not do
ing what it might or what it ought to prevent accidents.
39IH VICTIM OF
THE DEATH STRIP
Caught in the "death strip" between
two Archer avenue street ears at
Archer aveneu and Halsted street at
7:15 a. ra. today, Natale Destifarno, 26
years old, 170 West Pol kstreet, was
rolled several yards between the cars
;
and so secerely injured that he may i
die.
Destifarno was on his way to work
!
with two friends. Leaving the Hal-
1
sted street car the men ran to catch
a westbound Archer avenue car. Des-
tifarno ran in front of the eastbound
car, which was moving, when he was
I
caught between that and a westbound
car. He failed to see the westbound
car and was caught In the "death
strip." Both cars were moving slow-
ly across the crossing at the time and
were quickly stopped, but the victim
was unconscious, with most of his ribs
broken.
The latest victim of the "death
I strip" is the thirty-ninth since the
wide cars were installed, leaving only
about a foot between them as they
pass.
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There is absolutely no excuse for the introduction of the
v/lde cars on the narrow centered tracks especially as the company
had "been warned "beforehand of the inevitable consequences. But
the company had already obtained several of the wider cars and so
there was nothing; to do hut put them on. There is no more seat-
ing capacity in the wider cars, the only advantage "being that the
standing room is increased, and hence the company's profits. This
was reason sufficient for their introduction even though lives v/ere
sacrificed.- So it will always he so long as profits are the ob-
ject of the street ra.ilway management and profits will always he
the object under private ownership.
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2, FUNCTION OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY I3J SOCIETY.
It vd.ll "be impossible to go far in the investigation of the
social significance of the electric railway without stopping to
ascertain its function in society and how the fulfillment of its
function is dependent upon its environment. The electric railway
as its name implies is a transportation agency, and it is its
dynamic value rather than its potential value that is of impor-
tance. That is, its function from the social standpoint is to
take a person or thing from one place to another in as short a time
as possible and with as little inconvenience to the passenger as
possible. In other words it is a public servant. In the city
it fulfills its mission mainly by trajisi^orting the people them-
selves; in the country by transporting both the people and commod-
ities that the people want. Let us consider first, the urba,n
Situation, let us see if the electric railway is fulfilling its
duty a.s a public servant.
The socia.l significance of the electric railway in the city
is seen most plainly in its ability to relieve congestion. Con-
gestion is an excessive accumulation and the excessive accumula-
of population is an evil and results in a social condition which
we 3,11 should strive to eliminate. It demands immediate and
drastic treatment. If we understand the causes that have brought
about this abnormal condition we will be better able to apperciate
the part that the electric railway might take in its relief. The
chief explanation of congestion as Professor Seager said at the
New York Congestion Conference, lies in the substantial economic
advantages which result from concentration. A larger and more
stable market, better transportation, and a better supply of labor
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are among these advantages and they are all cumulative* "To
these undeniahle economic attractions the Great cities add others
of a social kind. The life and light and gaiety of the city are
Widely advertised. The superior schools, lectures and press, the
"brilliant shoY/ windows and counters of the retail stores of the
shopping districts, the opportunities to "buy furniture on the in-
stallment plan and to pawn it when necessary, the hospitals and
dispensaries, the hotels and restaurants and lodging houses, the
parks and theaters, the music halls and the operas, hut ahove all
the crowds of people, the entertainment f innumerahle kinds that
the very presence of the crowd insures, and the possibility among
such large numbers of finding some where congenial company and
occupation — such are some of the social attractionsof the city,"
There are two ways in which the electric railway can help in
relieving congestion; first, ly endeavoring to remove the cause
and second, by relieving the symptoms without attacking the cause.
\7hile the economic causes are the more important the -electric
lines can have hut little effect upon them. The removal of these
would mean a complete reorganization of industrial society. The
electric railway has, however, done something in removing the so-
cial causes of congestion. It has "built parks and amusement re-
sorts in suburban and rural districts and it has brought within
reach of the farmer some of the attractions of the city without
making his residence in the city a necessity. It affords to some
who work in the city the opportunity of living in the suburbs.
This is temporary relief, pure and simple. Of course this affects
those upon whom the evils of congestion fall most heavily only in-
directly. Still it is possihle for the electric railway to give
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relief to even the lowest class of city workers if its service is
determined with this in view. It is true that the service of
many city rail ays is determined with the congestion of the city
in view hut not with its relief. Governor Hughes of ITew Yor in
vetoeing the Robinson Transit Bill, wrote as follows:
"The cost of new subways, the prohahle interest in case
moneys for their construction were raised upon private credit, the
liability of privately owned properties and franchises to taxation,
the returns naturally expected by those who Y/ould engage in such en
terprises solely for purposes of profit, together with the ten-
dency to discourage additional lines, in the interest of lines al-
ready existing, make it unlikely that we should he able to obtain
in any event a proper measure of relief through the construction
of subways by private capital, assuming of course, that the estab-
lished rate of fare (five cents) be maintained. There may be
exceptions in the cases of routes which would be regarded as aids
to existing transportation lines.
"Provision for the municipa.1 construction of rax id transit
lines wa,s decided upon by the referendum of 1S94, and there is no
provision for building such lines with private capital, except
in the case of certain extensions of and additions to existing
lines. The policy of construction at public expense is justified
because of the importance of securing a. comprehensive transit
development with proper rega,rd to the needs of the city as a whole
and under conditions which, though safe and advantageous for the
city, might not be regarded as a/ttractive by individuals consid-
ering an investment solely for purposes of profit. Suitable
transit lines are absolutely necessary means of intercommunica,tion
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and are as essential to the city's life an streets and bridges.
The fact that they have not been considered in the same v/ay merely
attests the tardiness of our comprehensi''n of the needs of a de-
veloping metropolis."
The Municipal Affairs Committee of the Few York Reform Club
strongly championed this attitude of the Governor and their clear
cut views are shown by the following:
"Private capitalists build transportation linos only for
profit and this profit depends upon congested traffic, which in
turn presupposes congested living conditions. They will nat-
urally and strenuously resist, as they are now doing, the attempts
of the city to provide additional transit facilities faster than
the most profitable operation warrants, and if once they gain con-
trol over the centrally located strategic lines, they will only
extend these lines into the outskirts as rapidly as they find it
more profitable so to do. In other words, the congestion of the
city will be extended in Manhattan instead of relieved by quick and
cheap transportation to the suburbs.
"Under a private capitalistic policy the centrally located
and comparatively profitable lines, Which are also strategically
the controlling lines, e.re the. ones which will be exploited by
private corporations, and the Public Service Commission will be
forced to commit the city to Undertake the develop ent of the un-
profitable outlying lines .without control over their central con-
nections, which should constitute an integral part of each one of
them.
"It is beginning to be apparant that private interests have
planned: first, to delay provision for additional subways an long
J
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as possj/ble in order to maintain the more intensive and profitable
traffic. With official connivance the city 1 a revenues have oeen
lavishly dissipated for purposes other than transportation and wita
the obvious intention of forestalling the situation by increasing
the city's debt for other purposes than rapid transit to the limit
permitted for all, until it is claimed that it cannot undertake
its needed transportation improvements under the law as it stands.
Bow that the need for more transportation facilities has become
too manifest and urgent to be longer resisted, it is sought to
bring about radical amendments in the law its If which, shall let
down the bars and provide for franchise grants of longer duratior,
ostensibly more inviting to private capit; 1, - really for delay."
PRIVATE CAPITALISTS BUILD TRAITSPORTAT 1 01T LIKES OILY POP PROPIT
Let us see if this has resulted in a consideration of the peo-
ple's interests or is even reconsilable to them. The Reform
Club of Hew York does not believe that it is, and the experience
of other cities seems to be the same. During the summer of
1909 the Illinois Traction Company asked the City of Ch8.mpa.ign
for a franchise through or. e of the city parks and even attempted
to justify its inglorious request. Previous to that time this
Company ha.d been given practically everything it had asked for
from the people of Champaign and it had not been bashful in asking
either. If this franchise had been granted it would have cer-
tainly been detrimental to any possible future congestion as well
as to the users of the park at the present time. The laying of
the tracks through the park would have eliminated a curve or two
and so profits were considered but not the public wellfare.
If the conditions in some of the other cities are examined it will
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be found that the private ownership of the electric railways ha:;
not resulted in the maximum fulfillment of their social function,
namely, the service of the public.
Tate Chicago. The city of Chic as o was incorporated by
special act of the Legislature, on the fourth day of March 1837.
In 1837 the population was 4200; in 1350 about 30,000; and in 1855
about 80,000. The need of transportation facilities -.-as urgent.
In 1853 two omnibus enterprises were projected, one by Frank Parma-
lee and Company, and the other by If. 0. and S. B. Walker. In
1856 an ordinance w: s passed by the city granting to certain per-
sons the right to lay double tra cks upon the principal streets
of the South and Korth Divisions. The right to operate the rail-
ways so authorized extended for a period of t .:enty five years from
the passage of the ordinance. nothing was done under this ordi-
nance but cn August 16, 1858, the Common Council passed an ordi-
nance from which originates the rights, since enlarged and modi-
fiedj under which the principal systems of railways in the South
and West Divisions were constructed. She life of the grant ex-
tended for the full period of twenty five years. On the 14th
of February 1359 a charter was granted the company by the State
Legislature also for twenty five years. Other ordinances of minor
importance were passed. The Chicago street railway companies,
however, thought twenty five years was too short a time in which
to reap a harvest of profits or perhaps they thought it was too
short a time in which to serve the public. At any rate on the
16th of Janurary 1865 the bill afterwards Jaiown as the ninety ITine
Year Act was reported from the Gommittee on Banks and Corporations
to the House of Representatives of the General Assembly. It

was read a first time, the rules suspended, read a second time
and four days later read a third time and passed by a vote of 66
to 3. On the day following the vote in the House the Chicago
Tribune said: "The Horse Railway perpetual charter went through
the House of a hard gallop, or an one might say, on a free pass,"
The citizens of Chicago, realizing that their rights were "being
sacrificed protested. Mass meetings and resolutions followed.
A committee started for Springfield, telegraphing that it was on
the way. Before it reached the capital city the hill was called
up in the Senate for consideration, read once, the rules suspended,
read twice again, and passed. The franchises had still nineteen
years to run, why then such urgency?
The Chicago Tribune on Janurary 28,1365 had this to say:
"The Horse Railroad Swindle
"¥e have already pointed out the unparliamentary and dis-
graceful haste in which the Horse Railroad Swindle was rushed
through the Senate. The desire for dispatch evinced by those
employed to push it through reminds us of a familiar dialogue said
to have occured in a henroost.
"First Thief (handing to comrade a feathered biped) : 'I say
friend, do you think this exactly right?'
"Second Thief (shoving it into his basket) : 1 That is a grave
moral question which we haven't time to consider. Hand along an-
other pullet."
The governor vetoed the hill after more mass meetings, peti-
tions and committees. The Legislature passed it over the veto.
Public indignation in Chicago was rife and the feeling; general
that dishonesty had been practiced, not for the public good but
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for private profits.
In 1885 Charles T. Ye rices came to Chicago and immediately
"became active in traction affairs.
Prom Ms advent in traction matters Yerkes became a dominant
figure. Always alert and "bold, he make his opportunity and ex-
ecuted his designs with aggressive and unscrupulous hand. He
knew.no friend, no enemy; was callous to public opinion and '.vent
"by straight or devious way to his object. In those operations
"by which general legislation was sought and from which other cor-
porate interests, like the Chicago City Railway Company, would
profit, he took upon himself the "burden of obloquy content to let
others wear the mantle of respectability, share the expenses and
reap some portion of the "benefit,
"Yerkes had an unlimited faith in his own power of aehievment
in the credulity of the investing public, and in the dishonesty of
of public officials," ("Chicago Traction" by Horton.)
The above has been quoted not to discredit any individual,
but to illustrate the inevitable result of the profit system under
private capitalism. The actions of Mr. Yerkes were determined,
as are the actions of all capitalists under the present system,
by the inexorible economic laws which are leading to the downfall
of that system, ITo matter how philanthropic a. capitalist may be
or how greatly disposed to be fair towards the community he must
strive for the ma.ximum profit or be submerged in the struggle for
exi stance and it is this very strife for profit that is undermin-
ing the system of private capitalism. Try to carry the "golden
rule" of the profit system ( "Buy in the cheapest market and sell
in the dearest") to its logical conclusion and you have a complete
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collapse of the system itself. But to continue with the struggle
in Chic a o. The early nine ties saw the beginning of a struggle
between the Companies and the people which illustrates well the
assertion that private ownership is not reconcilable with the
public good. The companies were grossly overcapitalized and the
earnings of the railways went to pay interest and dividends on
"bonds and stocks which had "been issued for in excess of the money
actually invested. The companies did not relenquish their claims
under the ninety nine year act "but they wished to avoid a contest
concerning them, and so endeavored to get an extension to the city
franchise which expired in 1383. Hie Crawford Bill was intro-
duced into the General Assembly in 1895 for the purpose of giving
City Councils the right to grant ninty-nine year franchises, the
limit then "being twenty years by the City and Village Act of 1872.
Governor Atgeld vetoed the measure and the closing words of his
veto message' are memo rah le.
"I love Chicago and am not willing to help forge a chain
which would bind her people hand and foot for all time to the
wheels of monopoly and leave them no chance to escape."
The struggle went on. The municipal voters league was formed
for the purpose of cleansing the City Council. In 1397 the
companies ma.de a valient attempt to gain their ends* "Once for
all it may "be recorded that, according to the settled belief of
that time and since, the companies used venal and corrupt methods
to accomplish their ends. This "belief was not of the sort that
begins in mere suspicion and passes with the fancy of the moment,
but amounted to a deep seated conviction; and although possibly
not founded on occular proof, had for its basis circumstantial
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evidence of convincing potency." The Humphrey bills came up but
were killed on the 10th of May 1897, But Yerkes was not defeated
and the Allen Bill was passed by the State Legislature and approved
by Governor Tanner June 9th, 1897. This gave the cities the
right to grant a fifty year franchise. The Allen Law was repealed
on llarch 7, 1899. There follows a period of reports and court
proceedure. Tremendous overcapitalization sent the Union Traction
Company into receivership. The ninety-nine year act v;ent to the
courts. The decision gave the City control of the situation.
By a referendum vote the people of Chicago decided for municipal
ownership. The Council, however, on February 4, 1907 passed the
ordinance now in force. This was later ratified by the people.
This ordinance squeezed practically $50,000,000 of water out of
the total valuation of the railway properties, leaving their
valuation at $50,000,000. In other ' -ords half of the stock had
been water. It also gave 55 percent of the net profits to the
City.
The history of the traction struggle of Chicago has been
brief 13^ presented on order to show that not for one moment during
the entire life of rapid transit in that city have the interests
of the Companies and. people been at one. The Companies struggling
for profits, the people struggling for good service and the two
were always antagonistic. Congested service means profits but
is not good service from the social point of view. The history
of the struggle in Chicago is an epitome of the struggle in the
majority of cities.
The following statement of a case in which the city of Mil-
waukee regulated the conditions of operation of the city street
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car lines is indicative of the struggle in that city.
City of ItLlwaukee
vs.
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company.
Submitted April 25,1907. Decided July 11, 1907.
Complaint of the City of Mi lwaukee j alleging that the rates of
fare charged by the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company
are excessive; that its cars are propelled at high rat e s of speed
and that the same are equipped with hand brakes, whereas power
brakes should he employed; that freight cars are operated during
all hours of day and night, obstruction streets and annoying cit-
izens; that the service on 12th street "between Center and Burleigh
streets is inadequate ; thatthe cars on the 8th street line are
not operated with a sufficient headway; that the company has re-
fused to comply with a city ordinance requiring it to place a
flagman at the Kinnickinnic avenue crossing; thatcars are over-
crov'ded and not kept in a sanitary condition: By stipulation
between the parties interested the question of the reasonableness
of the rates of fare was left in abeyance pending the valuation
of the company's property. The extention of the railway netv.<ork
is declared to be essential in. improving the service and the co-
operation of the city authorities and railway company is solicited
in effecting the immediate construction and operation of extensions
herein ennume rated.
Held: (1) That the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company
maintain in the future at least as good or better service than it
maintained during the months of February and March 1907.
(2) That all double truck cars hereafter acquired or con-
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structed "by or for the Milv.aukee Electric By. & Light Co. shall
be equipped with power "brakes of standard quality and efficiency.
(3) That every car in the regular service of the Milwau-
kee El. By. & Light Co. he thoroughly cleaned at least once each
day and that no car he taken out of the car house for service
unless it has previously "been properly cleaned."
Not many months ago in Cleveland it seemed as though the
opportunity of testing municipal ownership or at least municipal
operation was a"1 out to he fulfilled "but the experiment was stopped
"before results were obtained. The struggle in that city as in
Chicago shows clearly the awakening realization on the part of
the people that municipal Ownership or at least municipal regu-
lation is necessary for good service. The Cleveland fight is
in "brief as follows.
Tom L. Johnson was elected mayor of Cleveland in April 1901.
The Cleveland Electric Railway Company's position was weals: in that
many of its franchises were soon to expire. The mayor whether
from motives looking towards personal power or the public good
started a crusade against the railway company with his slogan of
"three cent fare and universal transfer." He adopted the effec-
tive policy of granting to others rights on routes where the
company's franchises were expiring.. There is no doubt about the
fact of the mayor's policy hut there seems to he a great diversity
of opinion concerning the wisdom and justice of that policy.
Whether he sought control of the street railway system for the
city's good or for his own advantage is immeterial in this dis-
cussion as it probably had little to do with the outcome of the
policy and that is the vital point.
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A Municipal Traction Company us created and to thia com-
pany were leased the property of the low fare competitors of the
Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. The statcdobject was that the hold-
ing company without profit to itself and solely in the public
interest, operate the lines held under lease, thus coming as near
to municipal operation as the law allowed. After Mr. Johnson's
victory ovei* Theodore E. Burton in ITov. 1907 an agreement as made
with the C. E. R. Co. whereby the railway company ras to lease to
the holding company all its property at six percent dividend rent-
al for fifty years with privilege of another like term. A tv/enty
five year franchise was to be granted to the Cleveland Railway
Company, authorizing a cash fare of five cents and a ticket rate
of six for a qua.rter. This was granted as a protection to the
company in case the holding company defaulted the lease. The
object of this arrangement was to give the holding company the op-
portunity of testing the practicability of operating the street
railways of Cleveland at three cent fare. The arrangement became
effective on April 28,1908. Inside of two weeks a strike was
declared by the employees of the holding company. The strikers
took advantage of a law which provided for referendum of street
railway franchise ordinances upon petition of 15 percent of the
electros within thirty days after enactment and acceptance. By
vigorous efforts a majority of 605 out of a total vote of 75,893
was secured against the grant. This of course nipped in the bud
the three cent fare experiment. Receivers were appointed by the
court on iTov.12, 1908. Judge Taylor in a let ; erto the receivers
outlined what has come to be kno v;n as the Taylor plan; the essen-
tial feature sof which are as follows:
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"The public owns the streets and is entitled bo good service
at cost, Cost includes the expense of operation, maintenance and
renewals plus taxes, interest on debts and six percent return on
fair capitalization* Invested capital is entitled to protection
and this may "be provided alternatively "by renewal of franchise or
sale of the property at the expiration of the franchise. The
city should have the opportunity to make "better terms if it can
do so, and this may "be provided "by reserving to the city the rights
to "buy the property and to nominate a purchaser therefor. Com-
plete and effective supervision "by the city is essential. The
sum of it all is that the community never pays more than cost for
the service rendered; that the owners of the property never "by any
device get more than six percent on the agreed amount of their
investment; and that the community will at all times know just
how the property is "being operated and have the power to correct any
afcuse either of management or of service."
An attempt was made to embody these principals in a franchise
"but on March IS, 1909 the committee had to report an inability to
reach an agreement. The franchises on a number of "branch lines
had expired and a competitive "bidding contest resulted in the
©panting of the Payne avenue three cent franchise to Herman Schmidt
on June 8th. A petition invoked the referendum and the franchise
was voted down on August 3rd. Peace negotiations between the
Rail ay Company and the council were resumed and Judge Taylor v/as
requested to find the value of the property, fix the ma;dLmum rate
of fare and draft the section relating to interurban railways.
"While Judge Taylor was hearing evidence Mr. Johnson was defeated
and a Republican council elected.
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A general summary of the provisions of the present ordinance
follows:
"The ordinance grants to the Cleveland Railway Company a
twenty five year franchise with rates of fare such as vail return
six percent and no more of capital represented "by stock hut the
rate is limited to a maximum of four cents cash fare, seven tickets
for a quater and one cent for transfer without rebate. A max-
imum allowance in cents per car mile is made for operating expenses
The grantee is permitted to change the maxiinum fare whenever the
unexpired term of the franchise is less than fifteen years, hut
the city may terminate this privilege by an ordinance renewing
the franchise. If the franchise expires and is not renewed, the
new grantee will have the right and the obligation to buy the
railroad at a price fixed by arbitration. The city, kwhenit has
th e power and will -- and the city's nominee, after Jan. 19,1918—
may buy the railroad at its book value plus ten percent of the
value represented by stock. The grantee's accounts must be in
stated form and kept open for examination. The city has entire
control of service and may appoint a commissioner to serve at the
grantee's cost ac the technical advisor of the council. Inval-
idity of part of the ordinance, does not invalidate the whole. An
invalid part will be replaced according to methods described in
the ordinance. To end present disputes in and out of courts all
the companies claiming interests in street railways in Cleveland
are brought in as parties to a general settlement."
These conditions while not all that could be hoped for are
a step in advance and were imposed not because the Company wanted
then, but in spite of all it could do.
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3. ECOITOKIC POSITION OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
When the change was made from the old horse car systems to
electricity as a motive power the street railway interest recap-
italized the street railway properties every few years* The pos-
sibility of creating and selling stocks and "bonds was exploited
until now the day of reckoning has come. On the one hand are the
electric railways of the United States with their huge aggregate
capitalization of over §4,000,000,000 and the large yet relatively
small number of investors who hold the stocks and bonds, "Stand-
ing on the other side are the 86,000,000 American people now- asked
to pay for electric railway transportation enough to support in
prosperity corporations too often conceived in iniquity, financed
without regard to principles of honesty or the safety of investors
and managed in utter disregard of the rights of the public."
The operating cost of an electric railway lies, according to the
official statements of numerous railways, between 12 and 18 cents
per car mile. That' is, it costs to operate a car one mile and
cover all expenses up to the point of interest on the capital in-
vested Just fifteen cents on the average. Let us look now to the
arnings of the railway companies. While not so large as some
strap hangers might think, they are large enough. We sa?/ that
the range of operating expenses was from 12 bo 18 cents per car
mile. The corresponding range of earnings is from 22.5 cents to
30 cents. Taking- the average of actual figures for nine large
cities of the United States we have 25.4 cents as the earnings per
car mile.. This amounts to a profit of nearly 40 percent on the
gross business done. Where do all of these earnings go? They
go to pay dividends and interest on exorbitant capitalization and
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tremendous fixed charges* Let us take one exam le to see how
this over capotali:-,ation is brought about.
"The Interborough-Hetropolitan Co. was created to acquire and
hold stocks of the Interborough Rapid Transit, Metropolitan Se-
curities and Metropolitan Street Railway Companies. Substantially
the entire capital stock of each of these three corporations was
taken over. Exactly what happened in this transaction is this:
Stocks Acquired Securities Given.
$53,912,800 Interborough Rapid. Bonds at #200
per share $67,825,600
Common Stock
$99 p. share $30,321,520.
$46,059,600 Metropolitan Ry. Preferred stock
at $100 $46,059,600.
Common Stock
at $55 $25,332,780.
$29,392,000 Metropolitan
Securities on which 75y£ or
$22,044,000 was actually paid in
common stock at $93.50 per
share
.
$102,016,400 $197,221,020
Thus was created $95,204,620 of the final enormous capital-
ization of the Few. York Railway System, having absolutely no basis
whatsoever except in the minds of the Y7idener-Belmont-Ryan group
of promoters. The final capitalization of this system was
$520,000,000 in round figures or over $250,000 per mile of track."
("Street Railways vs. People" by S. H. Barker)
Is it any wonder that a receivership was necessary for some
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of the merged companies?
Take the example of Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Co. guarantees 6 percent dividents upon the full par value
of its capital stock vhich amounts to $30,000,000 and only $10,
500,000 of it is paid in. The promoters defend themselves by
claiming that capital needs large inducements in order to develop
the property. This is disproved "by such system- as the Boston
Elevated Rail ay Co. Not one drop of water is found ir the se-
curities of this Company and there is no more public spirited or
successful street railway company in the country. It must "be ob-
vious that it is not the low fares or high wages but the excessive
capitalization that is the cause of the present financial troubles
of our street railways. These bankrupt companies or those nearly
so instead of facing the situation honestly are trying to bolster
up the rotten fabric of their f inane ia,l cobvrebs by raising fares
and recinding transfers.
I have tried to show that private capitalists build transpor-
tation lines only for profit and that this has not resulted in a
consideration of the public wellfare and in fact is not even rec-
oncilable with it. One rrust not, hov^ever, think that the coiupanies
are altogether too blame for this condition of affairs. "What has
been mentioned in regard to the actions of Mr. Yerkes applies to
the actions of the various companies or the capitalists back of
them as well. These men act under the pressure of certain eco-
nomic laws.
Under the discussion of accidents a car ride was called a
commodity. It is something sold to the people by the owners of
the railway, it satifies a human want, therefore, it is a commodity
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Being a commodity , it is subject to the same econorjiic laws as any
other commodity
,
therefore, the discussion of these laws will he
a general discussion.
Any community which depends upon the motive of profit making
for the things it needs must always suffer poverty, for the profit
system operates to stop, limit, and cripple production. No coun-
try is at present producing to its full capacity because of the
lav; which created a gap between the producing and consuming power
of a community or cointry. This law is due to the present plan-
less state of production. There is no collective agency to or-
ganize and control production and exchange, hence, this function
has fallen into the hands of enterprising individuals who are of
necessity capitalis s, simply because much capital is required for
the operation of this function. The capitalists are of two clas-
ses, those who organize production, and those who have charge of
distribution such as traders, merchants, etc.. The great mass of
the people, perhaps nineteen out of every twenty are wage earners,
those who sell their labor power to the producing capitalist, or
small first hand producers who sell their produce to the merchants.
The wage earners go into the market with the money they receive
in wages or in exchange for their produce and there buy the goods
they need or as nuch as they can. How of course these enterprising
individual capitalists must have an incentive for their efforts
in organizing the business of production and distribution. This
incentive is generally known as profits and is obtained from the
laborers in this way. While the capitalists and traders give the
wage earners and farmers a certain amount of money for their labor
and produce, they do not give them enough to buy back in the market
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the equivalent of the produce of their Ichor, The amount kept
hack hy the capitalist is his profit. This necessarily create^ a
gap "between the producing and consuming power of a community and
the more that is produced the larger grows this gap. ITow the
less the capitalist must return to the lahorer as wage , the more
he can retain as profit. But there is a minimum limit to wages
based on sub si stance, therefore, as he cannot go below this limit,
the more goods he can dispose of, the greater will he his profit.
But as this is the object of all capitalists and as the workers
who constitute by far the larger portion of the market have only
a limited purchasing power, there must evidently be a limit to the
amount of goods disposed of by the capitalist and consequently
production is limited at the moment it begins to be effective.
But the capitalist cannot stop production even if he would, he
must o on producing and accumulating goods which they cannot
dispose of, hence the great struggle for the markets of the world
at the present tine. They cannot stop production because the
wages of the laborers is so close to the line of sustenance that
they have no opportunity of accumulating any thing to tide them
over a period of idleness, hence the capitalist must keep on
producing* Neither can any individual capitalist raise the wages
of his employees for the reason that the underselling of the other
capitalists thus made possible would ruin him. The capitalists
and their friends constitute such a small relative portion of the
people that they can not dispose of these accumulating goods among
themselves. Despite the struggle for new markets and new fields
of investment, the goods accumulate and if the ordinary process
is not interrupted by a war, a famine, or something of a similar
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nature, the familiar crisis results. Thus we s e the working of
economic laws which apply to all industries without exception, the
street railway "business included. The railway capitalists "buy
the labor necessary to produce their commodity, the car ride, and
they sell their commodity at a price which insures them a return
for their labor of organization. They must pay the laborer the
least possible or be forced out of business and they must sell
their commodity at a price sufficient to give the necessary in-
centive. The Reform Club of Sew York realized this when they
said that, "private capitalists will naturally and strenuously
resist as they are now doing, the attempts of the city to provide
additional transit facilities faster than the most profitable
operation warrants." what the Club did not realize was that the
capitalists, no matter how benevolent or public spirited they
might be, could take no other position, that they are forced by
inevitable economic laws over which they have no control to play
the part they do.
To sum up briefly. The individual ownership and organization
of the street railway has not resulted in a maximum fulfillment
of its social function, nor can it ever so result, because of the
action of economic laws which of themselves are leading to the
downfall of the pre.-.-ent planless state of production. The old
theory of "laissez fairre" is gradually being supplanted, although
it still has its warm adherents in the Jesuitical economists who
are willing to spring to the defence on private monopoly of public
services. We are beginning to learn that there is no more devine
right in property than there was in kings and it is this growing
interest in the social life of man that has aided the electric
railway to gain its present status and will aid it in its further
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development.
The street railway can only achieve its ultimate possibility
in a society here the economic organisation results in production
for use and not for profit; where the means of production are owned
and controlled ~by the people in the interests of all the people
and not for the "benefit of a few; where all are workers, working
for the common wellfare and not for private profit.
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